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Sommaire
Dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur, la modelisation de l'interaction de la lumiere avec les particules en suspension dans un milieu participant permet de mieux comprendre les effets causes par ce milieu sur le systeme de formation d'image. De nos jours, la
majorite des systemes de vision existants sont bases sur le concept de la dispersion simple
de la lumiere. Lors de l'interaction d'un faisceau lumineux avec les particules du milieu,
le modele de la dispersion simple prend en consideration juste la partie du faisceau qui est
directement transmise vers le systeme de formation d'image, tandis que la partie dispersed dans d'autres directions est ignoree. Plusieurs hypotheses liees aux types des particules
ainsi qu'a leur concentration sont exigees afin que le modele de dispersion simple puisse
etre employe. Cependant, ces hypotheses sont tres restrictives et difficiles a satisfaire en
pratique. A titre d'exemple dans le cas de la vision a travers un brouillard fortement dense,
il est impossible d'employer le modele de la dispersion simple de la lumiere. Dans ce cas
de figure, il est inevitable de faire appel au modele de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere.
Contrairement au modele simple, le modele de dispersion multiple prend en consideration
aussi bien la partie du faisceau lumineux qui est directement transmise vers le systeme de
formation d'image que la partie du faisceau qui est dispersee dans d'autres directions.
Une bonne modelisation de l'interaction de la lumiere avec les particules des milieux
participants ouvrira la porte a une multitude d'applications dans differents domaines, entre
autre, la photographie et la videographie sous-marine, la simulation du trafic routier/aerien,
la simulation du brouillard et de la buee dans les jeux videos, etc. En ce sens, nous nous
interessons a la modelisation de la vision a travers differents milieux (eau, atmosphere,
verre et la lentille) faisant intervenir le concept de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere. Plus
precisement, nous avons mis en ceuvre un nouveau nitre nous permettant de modeliser le
phenomene de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere. En se basant sur ce nouveaufiltre,nous
1
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avons elabore differents types d'application. Dans le premier travail, nous avons developpe
une famille de descripteurs invariants radiometriques et/ou geometriques. L'ensemble de
ces descripteurs est utilise dans le domaine de la reconnaissance des formes. Le deuxieme
travail est consacre a la modelisation de la vision a travers 1'atmosphere sous la contrainte
de la vision nocturne. Finalement, nous avons mis en oeuvre un ensemble de modeles
destines a modeliser la vision a travers des milieux varies (eau, atmosphere, verre et la
lentille).
L'ensemble de nos modeles et approches ont ete testes et valides sur de nombreuses
images de synthese et reelles. Les resultats obtenus confirment l'exactitude des modeles
et des approches proposes ainsi que leur contribution dans le domaine de la vision par
ordinateur.
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Introduction
La modelisation de la vision a travers les milieux participants est Fun des defis omnipresents dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur. Nous sommes souvent amenes a
manipuler des images ou des videos prises a travers des milieux participants, tels que Fatmosphere, Feau, le tissu, etc. La modelisation de la vision a travers ces milieux nous permet
de mieux comprendre les effets visuels causes par ces milieux sur le systeme de formation
d'image [19]. Cela nous permettra de justifier pourquoi la couleur des montagnes eloignees
tend vers la couleur du ciel, Feffet de la lueur autour des sources lumineuses, Fapparence
d'une scene imagee sous Feau, etc. Ces effets visuels sont le fruit de Finteraction de la
lumiere reflechie par les objets de la scene avec les particules en suspension dans le milieu
en addition a la contribution de la lumiere ambiante [5]. Ainsi la modelisation de la vision
a travers ces milieux est en etroite relation avec la modelisation de Finteraction de la lumiere avec les particules du milieu. Malgre la plus grande importance de ce domaine de
recherche, relativement peu de travaux y sont consacres [3, 14, 22, 25, 29]. La majorite de
ces travaux sont bases sur le concept de la dispersion simple de la lumiere. Cela se traduit
par le fait que lors de Finteraction d'un faisceau lumineux avec des particules suspendues
dans le milieu diffusant, seulement la partie du faisceau qui est directement transmise vers
le systeme de formation d'image est prise en consideration tandis que la partie dispersee
dans d'autres directions est negligee. L'utilisation d'un modele de dispersion simple de la
lumiere peut etre justifiee dans certains cas de figure telle que la vision a travers un leger
brouillard. Cela est du a une distance moyenne entre les particules qui est plusieurs fois
superieure a leur taille. En pratique, nous sommes souvent confronted a des situations ou
Futilisation d'un modele de dispersion simple de la lumiere n'est pas adequate [17]. Cela
est du, entre autre, a une concentration tres dense des particules dans le milieu considere.
C'est le cas, par exemple, de la vision a travers un brouillard dense, la vision a travers la
1
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buee, etc. Dans ces cas de figure il est ineluctable de faire appel a la dispersion multiple.
Contrairement a la dispersion simple de la lumiere, la dispersion multiple de la lumiere
prend en consideration, en plus de la partie du faisceau lumineux qui est directement transmise, celle diffusee dans les autres directions. A notre meilleure connaissance Narasimhan
et Nayar [25] sont les premiers auteurs a avoir utilise le concept de la dispersion multiple
de la lumiere dans la modelisation de la vision a travers les.milieux participants. Pour notre
part, nous nous sommes interesses a la modelisation de la vision a travers des milieux participants varies, en faisant intervenir le concept de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere.
D'autre part nous nous sommes interesses a la reconnaissance des images alterees par des
degradations geometriques et radiometriques causees par la vision a travers ces milieux
participants.
Dans le domaine de la reconnaissance des formes, nous sommes souvent confronted a
la problematique de la mise en correspondance entre la version originate d'un objet et l'ensemble de ses versions degradees. Deux classes de degradations sont generalement prises
en consideration, a savoir, les degradations geometriques et les degradations radiometriques. Dans la litterature, plusieurs approches et methodes sont mises en oeuvre pour remedier a cette problematique, entre autre, les approches basees sur la restauration aveugle,
les methodes basees sur les normalisations geometriques, les approches hybrides faisant
intervenir les deux processus de la restauration aveugle et de la normalisation geometrique,
etc. Cependant, ces approches sont bien connues pour etre des problematiques mal-posees
et tres couteuses en temps de calcul. Pour contrecarrer ces problematiques, nous faisons appel au concept des descripteurs invariants. Un invariant est une fonctionnelle, qui une fois
appliquee a 1'image originate et a 1'ensemble de ses versions degradees produit presque les
memes grandeurs numeriques. Plusieurs chercheurs se sont interesses a la reconnaissance
des formes basee sur le concept des descripteurs invariants [1, 8, 13, 35]. Chaque nouvel
invariant mis en oeuvre dans la litterature a deux caracteristiques, d'abord, les types des degradations qu'il peut supporter et les outils mathematiques utilises dans son elaboration. La
majorite de ces descripteurs souffrent de deux problemes majeurs, d'abord, la complexite
de leurs expressions analytiques, ensuite le faible degre de leur pouvoir de discrimination.
La complexite de l'expression analytique d'un invariant due, a titre d'exemple, a l'utilisation d'un processus iteratif dans son elaboration, se traduit par un temps de calcul trop
important, ce qui rend 1'utilisation de tels descripteurs dans le cas d'une application en
2
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temps reel, difficile. Pour remedier a l'ensemble de ces problemes, nous introduisons dans
le premier chapitre deux nouvelles classes de descripteurs invariants. La premiere classe
renferme deux descripteurs radiometriques. Tandis que la deuxieme comprend deux descripteurs combines, c'est a dire, radiometriques et geometriques, a la fois. Pour la mise en
oeuvre de ces descripteurs invariants, nous avons fait appel a trois outils mathematiques, a
savoir, la transformee de Mellin, les moments centres et les moments centres complexes.
L'idee maitresse, derriere l'elaboration des ces descripteurs, reside dans l'etablissement
d'une nouvelle relation entre les transformees de Mellin de l'image originale d'une scene,
de sa version degradee et du nitre de convolution. L'ensemble des descripteurs introduits
dans ce chapitre se caracterisent par deux particularites : la simplicite de leurs expressions
analytiques d'un cote et leur grand pouvoir de discrimination de 1'autre cote. Le temps de
calcul necessaire a l'execution de ces descripteurs rend desormais possible leurs utilisations dans des applications en temps reel. Nous allons voir dans le chapitre suivant que
trois de nos invariants peuvent etre utilises dans la reconnaissance des objets pris a travers
de mauvaises conditions atmospheriques ayant aussi subi certaines types de degradations
geometriques.
Dans le deuxieme chapitre, nous nous sommes interesses a la modelisation de la vision atmospherique en se basant sur le concept de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere.
Nous avons mis en oeuvre un nouveau filtre inspire par la distribution Gaussienne generalisee. Ce filtre permet la modelisation de la vision atmospherique sous la contrainte de la
vision nocturne. En se basant sur ce nouveau filtre, nous avons elabore quatre applications :
la premiere est destinee a la simulation des differentes conditions atmospheriques, tels que
la brume et le brouillard, a partir d'une image originale de la scene. Dans la deuxieme
application, nous proposons une nouvelle methode pour l'estimation cooperative et simultanee des parametres atmospheriques, a partir de deux images de la merae scene prises
sous des conditions atmospheriques differentes et inconnues. La troisieme, quant a elle,
est consacree a la restauration de l'image claire de la scene a partir d'une image degradee. En combinant le filtre atmospherique avec les descripteurs invariants introduit dans le
premier chapitre, nous proposons dans la quatrieme application de nouveaux descripteurs
pour la reconnaissance des images degradees, prises a travers differentes conditions atmospheriques. Notre nouveau modele converge pour l'ensemble des valeurs physiques liees a
1'atmosphere. La simplicite de son expression analytique rend possible la mise en oeuvre
3
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d'applications en tempe reel. En plus, les caracteristiques les plus importantes de ce modele, telles que la transformee de Mellin et la transformee de Fourier, sont bien connues. A
noter que notre modele ne prend pas en consideration la contribution de la lumiere ambiante
et permet, seulement, de modeliser la vision due aux objets de la scene. Nous soulevons
cette contrainte dans le troisieme chapitre.
Dans la vision a travers les milieux participants, l'intensite lumineuse d'un point de la
scene est le fruit de la contribution des deux intensites resultantes de la contribution de la
lumiere ambiante et de 1'attenuation d'un point de la scene. Dans le troisieme chapitre
nous nous sommes interesses a la modelisation de la vision a travers des milieux participants varies. Rappelons qu'un milieu participant est un milieu optique, compose d'un
ensemble de particules en suspension, et permettant l'absorption, la diffusion et remission
de la lumiere. Nous avons introduit un nouveau modele inspire du filtre presente dans le
deuxieme chapitre. Ce nouveau modele prend en consideration 1'ensemble des phenomenes
physiques omnipresents dans la vision a travers ces milieux, a savoir, la contribution de la
lumiere ambiante et celle due aux points de la scene. Nous avons porte un interet particulier, a quatre milieux specifiques qui sont l'atmosphere, l'eau, le verre en presence de la
buee et la lentille aberrante d'un systeme de formation d'image. Pour chaque milieu, les
parametres du modele sont mis en correspondance avec ses parametres physiques. Ainsi
quatre applications specifiques ont ete derivees a partir du modele generique. La premiere
application est consacree a la vision atmospherique, la deuxieme est destinee a la vision
sous-marine, la troisieme est dediee a la vision a travers le verre et en presence de la buee
et finalement la quatrieme application prend en charge la modelisation de la vision a travers une lentille aberrante d'un systeme de formation d'image. En se basant sur ces quatre
applications specifiques, nous proposons deux ensembles d'experimentations. Le premier
ensemble est destine a la simulation de la vision a travers ces milieux participants. Le
deuxieme ensemble est dedie, quant a lui, a la restauration de l'image claire d'une scene
prise a travers ces differents milieux (atmosphere, eau, verre, lentille). La contribution majeure, dans ce chapitre, reside dans la mise en oeuvre d'un nouveau modele, base sur le
concept de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere et permettant la modelisation de la vision a
travers differents milieux participants.
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Chapitre 1
Deux nouvelles classes de descripteurs
invariants radiometriques et combines
(radiometriques et geometrique)
Resume
Les images prises a travers des milieux diffusant revelent des degradations geometriques et/ou radiometriques. Nous pouvons citer le cas de la vision sousmarine ou les objets apparaissent plus grands et plus proches. La vision a travers du verre non transparent ou les objets apparaissent flous, peut etre presentee
comme un autre exemple. Dans un but de reconnaitre les versions degradees, de
l'image originale d'un objet ou d'une scene, prises a travers des milieux diffusant,
nous nous sommes interesses a la problematique de la reconnaissance des formes
et d'objets. Dans la litterature, plusieurs approches ont ete proposees pour resoudre cette problematique [2,12, 36, 37]. La plupart de ces approches font appel
aux processus de la normalisation geometrique et de la restauration aveugle. Sachant que ces deux processus sont bien connus pour etre des problematiques malposees et tres couteuses en temps de calcul, une bonne alternative a la resolution
de cette problematique de la reconnaissance est 1'utilisation du concept des descripteurs invariants. Un descripteur est une fonctionnelle, qui une fois appliquee
sur Fensemble des images d'une base de donnees, permet d'obtenir, avec l'image
5

originate, une valeur numerique presque identique a celles relatives aux versions
- degradees de l'image originale. Cette valeur devra etre differente des valeurs numeriques obtenues avec les images etrangeres. Ainsi, nous pourrons reconnaitre
les versions degradees d'un objet original sans avoir recours aux deux processus
de la normalisation geometrique et de la restauration aveugle. Dans la litterature,
plusieurs travaux de recherche portent sur la reconnaissance des formes basee sur
les descripteurs invariants [1, 4, 6, 8, 13, 16, 28, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Chaque nouvel
invariant est caracterise par les types des degradations qu'il prend en charge et par
les outils mathematiques utilises dans son elaboration. Concernant les types des
degradations, nous pourrons trouver dans la litterature des descripteurs [9, 10]
invariants a des degradations radiometriques tels que la convolution et le changement de contraste. D'autres descripteurs [1,7, 13] supportent des degradations
geometriques tels que les changements d'echelle, les translations et la rotation.
Enfin, il existe une classe de descripteurs [6, 11] combines, c'est a dire des descripteurs qui supportent aussi bien des degradations geometriques que des degradations radiometriques. L'elaboration d'un tel type de descripteurs est d'une
grande importance dans le domaine de la reconnaissance des formes car dans la
realite, les deux types de degradation sont omnipresents. Concernant les outils
mathematiques utilises dans le developpement des descripteurs, nous pourrons
recenser deux classes : la classe des descripteurs definis dans le domaine spatial,
tels que, les moments geometriques, les moments centres, et la classe des descripteurs definis dans le domaine frequentiel, tels que la transformee de Fourier,
la transformee de Mellin-Fourier, etc.
Pour notre part, nous presentons dans les pages qui suivent un article intitule New Classes of Radiometric and Combined Radiometric-Geometric Invariant Descriptors dans lequel nous introduisons deux nouvelles classes de
descripteurs invariants. La premiere classe renferme deux descripteurs radiometriques qui sont invariants au produit de convolution et au changement de
contraste global. La deuxieme classe contient deux descripteurs combines, c'est a
dire, radiometriques et geometriques a la fois. Le premier descripteur est invariant
aux translations verticale et horizontale, aux changements d'echelle uniforme et
anisotropique, au produit de convolution et au changement de contraste global.
6

Le deuxieme descripteur supporte la transformation de similitude (translations
verticale et horizontale, rotation, changement d'echelle) ainsi que le changement
de contraste global. Nos descripteurs sont caracterises par la simplicite de leurs
expressions analytiques et par leurs grands pouvoirs de discrimination.
L'article qui suit est paru dans le numero de Juin 2008 de IEEE Transactions on Image Processing. Une version resumee, intitulee New Invariant Descriptors Based on the Mellin Transform, est egalement parue dans les actes
de International Conference on Computer Vision Theory and Applications,
Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, 2008.
Cet article fut redige, sous la direction du professeur Francois Deschenes.
En tant que premier auteur, ma contribution a ce travail fut l'essentiel de la recherche sur l'etat de l'art, le developpement de la methode, l'execution des tests
de performance et la redaction de l'article. Le professeur Francois Deschenes,
second auteur, a fourni l'idee originale. II a aide a la recherche sur l'etat de l'art,
au developpement de la methode ainsi qu'a la revision de l'article.
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Abstract
Real images can contain geometric distortions as well as photometric degradations. Analysis and characterization of those images without recourse to either
restoration or geometric standardization is of great importance for the computer
vision community as those two processes are often ill-posed problems. To this
end, it is necessary to implement image descriptors that make it possible to identify the original image in a simple way independently of the imaging system and
imaging conditions. Ideally, descriptors that capture image characteristics must
be invariant to the whole range of geometric distortions and photometric degradations, such as blur, that may affect the image. In this paper we introduce two
new classes of radiometric and/or geometric invariant descriptors. The first class
contains two types of radiometric invariant descriptors. The first of these type is
based on the Mellin transform and the second one is based on central moments.
Both descriptors are invariant to contrast changes and to convolution with any
kernel having a symmetric form with respect to the diagonals. The second class
contains two subclasses of combined invariant descriptors. The first subclass
includes central-moment-based descriptors invariant simultaneously to horizontal and vertical translations, to uniform and anisotropic scaling, to stretching,
8
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to convolution, and to contrast changes. The second subclass contains centralcomplex-moment-based descriptors that are simultaneously invariant to similarity transformation and to contrast changes. We apply these invariant descriptors
to the matching of geometric transformed and/or blurred images. Experimental
results confirm both the robustness and the effectiveness of the proposed invariants.

1.1 Introduction
In pattern analysis, one important research focus is the analysis and characterization of
objects and patterns corrupted by radiometric and/or geometric degradations. Real images
can reveal geometric distortions as well as photometric degradations. Two important types
of factors can be at the origin of those degradations, the first being factors that originate
from the imaging system. They may be due to defects or limitations of the imaging device
such as diffraction, bad image sensor, limited depth of field, limited dynamic range, etc.
The second type of factors relates to the conditions under which the image is taken, e.g.,
ambient illumination, weather conditions, viewpoint position, etc. Severalfieldsof research
are interested in using the acquired image to characterize the ideal image without having
recourse to restoration or to geometric standardization, as those two processes are often illposed problems (as highlighted in [1]). The results obtained may thus be not unique as they
depend on the problem formulation. Moreover the algorithmic complexity may be high. To
resolve those issues, we focus on invariant descriptors that are calculated from the image
functions and enable the identification and characterization of the ideal image regardless
of the photometric and/or geometric degradations. In the literature we find four major
descriptor types: algebraic descriptors, visual descriptors, transform-coefficient descriptors
and statistical descriptors. Our research falls under the category of statistical descriptors.
In this paper, we introduce two new classes of invariant descriptors. The first class includes radiometric descriptors while the second contains combined radiometric-geometric
descriptors. The proposed invariants are inspired by a new relationship established between
the Mellin transforms for the original image, the degraded image, and the convolution kernel. They have a high discriminant power in matching of geometric transformed and/or
radiometric degraded images, and their algorithmic complexities are low. In the remainder
9
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of this paper we proceed as follows. In section II, we give a brief synopsis of the literature.
In section III, we introduce a new class of radiometric descriptors. Section IV is devoted
to the new class of combined radiometric-geometric descriptors. Experimental results are
given in section V.

1.2

Related work

Both types of degradations, geometric and radiometric, are addressed in the field of
analysis and interpretation of degraded images based on statistical invariant features. In
the case of geometric degradations, Hu [2] introduced the first class of statistical moment
invariants inspired by the theory of algebraic invariants. The proposed descriptors are invariant to translation, rotation and scaling and are used in the recognition of degraded planar objects. Mamistvalov [3] showed that the fundamental theorem of moment invariants
{FTMI) introduced by Hu [2] was partially incorrect and he proposed a modified formulation of the FTMI. Reiss [4] then proposed an additional modification to the FT MI. He
demonstrated how to directly obtain moment-based invariant descriptors from 2D algebraic
invariants. Meanwhile, Dudani et al. [5] had introduced a new classification method based
on normalized moment invariants calculated over both pattern body and boundary, which
he then applied to recognition of aircraft silhouettes. Teague [6] introduced the concept of
orthogonal moments to characterize images. To this end, he used the theory of orthogonal
polynomials and the notion of Zernike moments. These moments are independent and can
easily be built for an unspecified order. Belkasim et al. [7] introduced a new set of invariant descriptors based on normalized Zernike moments. The proposed descriptors are used
in the identification of aircraft silhouettes and in the recognition of handwritten numerals.
More recently, Flusser and Suk [8] have developed image descriptors that are invariant under general affine transformation. These central-moment-based descriptors are inspired by
the theory of algebraic invariants and are used to recognize patterns and objects degraded
by a general affine transformation. Flusser and Suk subsequently applied those invariants to
the recognition of handwritten characters [9]. A more detailed survey of statistical features
invariant to geometric transformations can be found in [10].
In the case of radiometric degradations, very few research works can be found in the
literature. Flusser et al. [11,12] introduced a set of moment-based features invariant to blur
10
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degradations. The proposed descriptors are used for the recognition of image functions degraded by different types of centrally symmetric filters. Flusser and Suk [13] introduced a
new class of radiometric invariant features based on central moments. The proposed features are invariant to convolution with any centrally symmetric kernel and are used for the
recognition of blurred images. Stern et al. [14] developed two new moment-based methods for the recognition of motion-blurred images. The first method is based on the new
relationship established between moments of both the original image and the blurred one.
The second method is based only on the moments that are invariant with respect to motion blur. Candocia [15] proposed a new moment-based relationship established between
discrete signals related by a centrosymmetric, shift-invariant, energy preserving and finiteextent convolution kernel. Based on this new relationship, the author suggested several
constraints for a proper behavior of the blur invariant features proposed by Flusser and
Suk [13, 16]. Interested readers can find more details in [10].
Building on previous works, new classes of combined invariant descriptors, i.e., descriptors that are simultaneously invariant to both geometric and radiometric degradations,
have been introduced. Maitra [17] proposed a set of invariant features derived from the
FMTI developed by Hu [2]. The resulting features are invariant to scale, rotation, translation and illumination changes. Hupkens and Clippeleir [18] proposed a new normalization
of moments applied to the moment invariants developed by Hu [2]. This normalization
is achieved by dividing Hu's invariants by a suitable power of its first moment invariant.
The resulting features are independent of the absolute intensity level and are highly insensitive to noise. Van Gool et al. [19] proposed a new class of combined affine radiometric invariants. These features are used for the recognition of affine transformed and
photometric degraded gray level images. Mindru et al. [20] introduced generalized color
moments for the characterization of multi-spectral nature of data in a limited area of the
image. The proposed features are used for the recognition of planar color patterns regardless of the viewpoint and illumination, under the assumption that the object is far from
the camera (i.e., projective transform is approximated by affine transform). Flusser and
Zitova [21] proposed a new class of complex-moment-based features invariant simultaneously to translation, scaling, rotation, contrast changes and convolution with an unknown
kernel. The proposed descriptors are obtained by a combination of different orders of the
radiometric descriptor introduced in [13], which is based on complex moments. Flusser et
11
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al. [22] developed new moment-based features that are simultaneously invariant to rotation
and to centrally symmetric blur. The proposed features are valid for various dimensions.
Suk and Flusser [23, 24, 25] introduced a new set of combined features based on central moments. The proposed features are simultaneously invariant to blur and to general
affine transformation and are used in the recognition of combined radiometric-geometric
degraded images.
As can be realized from this short overview, existing statistical approaches can be classified into three categories according to the type of degradation they take into account:
geometric, radiometric, or both. In what follows, we first introduce a new class of radiometric feature descriptors (second category), then we propose a new class of combined
radiometric-geometric invariant features (third category). The major advantage of the proposed invariant features lies in their simplicity (ratios of simple functions) combined with
their great discrimination power at low algorithmic complexities.

1.3 Radiometric invariants
Despite the utility of radiometric invariant features in degraded image analysis, very
few publications in the literature deal with the topic. In this section, we introduce two new
classes of invariant features that provide similar numerical values when applied to the original image and to its radiometric degraded version. More specifically, we propose a new set
of Mellin-transform-based features simultaneously invariant to contrast changes, uniform
scaling, and blur degradations that can be modeled by a convolution of the ideal image with
any kernel h having a symmetric form with respect to the diagonals, i.e., h(x, y) = h(y, x).
Then, prompted by those invariant features, we introduce a new central-moment-based
feature which is simultaneously invariant to convolution, to contrast changes, and to uniform scaling, as well as to horizontal and vertical translations. Note that the symmetry
constraint of the convolution kernel is not a severe limitation to the applicability of our
invariant features, since many existing kernels are symmetric with respect to the diagonals.
Two examples of this case are the convolution kernels used to model optical blur (Point
Spread Function (PSF), e.g., Gaussian and pillbox filters) [26] and those used to approximate the Atmospheric Point Spread Function (APSF) which models the atmospheric veil
on images [27].
12
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1.3.1 Invariant features based on the Mellin transform
The Mellin integral transform of a function f(x, y), is defined as [28]:
+O0 +O0

M(f(x,y))(s,v)

= J J xs-1yv'1f(x,y)dxdy1
0

(1.1)

0

where s , « e C .
. The idea behind the elaboration of our first radiometric invariant feature is based on
two properties of the Mellin transform and the Mellin convolution. The first one mentions
that Mellin convolution in R + is equivalent to the standard convolution in R [29] (as shown
in Appendix 1.7.1). The second is that the Mellin transform of the Mellin convolution
product of two functions is equal to the product of the Mellin transforms of those functions
(see Appendix 1.7.2 for the demonstration). Let us consider the functions g, f and h related
by the following equation:
9(x,y) = f(x,y)*h(x,y),

(1.2)

where * is the convolution operator. The Mellin transform of the function g can thus be
obtained as follows (see Appendix 1.7.3 for the demonstration.):
M(g) = M(f * h) = M(f)M(h).

(1.3)

The definition and the demonstration of the proposed invariant feature are thus given
by:
Definition 1
The radiometric invariant feature k^(s, v) of the image function f(x, y) is defined as:

*'('.»)=w$*',w',1-

(">

M{f(x,y)){v,s)
where M(.)(s, v) is the Mellin transform of order (s, v). The proposed feature k(s, v) is
invariant simultaneously to contrast changes (represented by the parameter 77), to uniform
scaling, and to convolution with any kernel h having a symmetric form with respect to the
13
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diagonals, i.e., / ^ - ^ ( s , v) = kf(s, v).
Invariance to convolution
In the case of a shift-invariant imaging system, the acquired (degraded) image g(x, y)
is the result of the convolution product of a clear image fix, y) with a kernel h(x, y) which
models the degradation (cf. equation (1.2)). Applying the proposed invariant k(s, v) to the
resulting relation and using the Mellin transform property (equation (1.3)), we obtain:
k9(s,v)

M(g(x, y))(s, v)
M{g(x, y))(v, s)

M(f(x, y))(s, v)M{h(x, y)){s, v)
M(f(x, y))(v, s)M{h{x, y)){v, s)'

The ratio lM(fe(sy))(*'a) = ! a s confirmed by the following demonstration:
+oo + o o

M(h(x,y))(s,v)

xs-1yv-1h(x,y)dxdy.

= J J
0

0

By making the following change of variables x — y and y = x, we obtain:
hoo +oo

=

/ /
0

0

d(x,y) s
y
d(y,x)
v

xv

h(y,x)dydx,

d(x,y)
where d(y,x) denotes the Jacobian of the transformation. If we suppose that h is a symmetric kernel with respect to the diagonals, i.e., h(x, y) = h(y, x), then we have:
+ o o +oo

M{h(x,y))(s,v)

ys~1xv~1h(x,y)dydx

= 1 1
0
0
+oo +oo

J J xv~1ys-1h(x,y)dxdy
0

0

M(h(x,y))(v,s).

(1.5)

Thus:
M(f(x,y)){v,s)
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Invariance to contrast changes
Following a global change of contrast of the image function / , the resulting image
function g is given by:
9(x,v)=vf(x,y),

(1.7)

where rj is a positive constant value. Applying the invariant k(s, v) to the image g, we
obtain:
k9(s v) _
-

M(g(x,y))(s,v)
_M(r]f{x,y))(s,v)
M{g(x,y)){v,s)
M(r)f(x,y))(y,s)
yM(f(x,y))(s,v)
_ f
k[S V)
r,MU{xiy)){v,s)- > -

(L8)

The radiometric invariant feature k(s, v) is also invariant to uniform scaling.
Uniform scaling invariance
Uniform scaling is given by [30]:

{

u = rx,
w = ry,

where r is the scale factor. Following a uniform scaling of the function f(x,y), the Mellin
transform M(f'(u, w)) of the resized function f'(u, w) is related to the Mellin transform
M.(f(x, y)) of the original function /(x, y) by the following:
M(f'(u,w))

=

I
0

us-1wv-1f'(u,w)dudw

I
0

+oo + o o

=

(rx)s~1(ry)v~1f(x,y)rdxrdy

/
o

o

s+v

r M(f(x,y)).
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Applying the radiometric feature k(s, v) to a function f'(u, w), we obtain:
*./'(«.«)r, v)
[S V)
'

=

M(f'{u,w))(s,v)
M(f'(u,w))(v,s)
s+v
r M(f(xiy))(s,v)
s
rv+ M(f(x,y))(v,s)
= kf(-x'y){s,v).

(1.10)

From the above demonstrations we can conclude that the proposed feature is invariant
to contrast changes, to uniform scaling and to convolution with any symmetric kernel with
respect to the diagonals. The main novelty of the descriptor k(s, v) lies in the first use of
the Mellin transform and the Mellin convolution properties for invariance purpose. This
innovation allows us to introduce a straightforward invariant descriptor based on the ratio
of simple and non-recurrent functions. The computation of this descriptor can hence be
done at a quite low computation time.

1.3.2

Central-moment-based invariant descriptors

Inspired by previous invariants, let us now propose a new set of radiometric invariants based on central moments. Specifically, if we replace each occurrence of the Mellin
transform of the order (5, v) by one central moment of the order (s + v) in equation (1.4),
we obtain a new set of image features invariant simultaneously to convolution, contrast
changes, uniform scaling and both vertical and horizontal translations. Once again, those
features rely on ratios of simple and non-recurrent functions. Recall that the convolution
kernel h must be symmetric with respect to the diagonals.
Definition 2
The central-moment-based invariant feature Pf(s, v) of the image function f(x, y) is
given by:
Pf{s,v) = ^ ^ ,

s,veN,x,yeR+,

f-lvs
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where n^Jf^ is the (s + v)th order central moment of a function f(x, y) and is defined as:
+00 +00

J J(x-xy(y-y)vf(x,y)dxdyi

nf{x,y)

(1.12)

—00 —00

where
x = ^f

and y = ^ ,

d-13)

and represent the coordinates of the mass center of the function f(x,y). m{v is the geometric moment of the order (s + v) of the image function f(x, y) and is given by:
+00 +00

m

L = J J xsyvf{x,y)dxdy,

S,KGN.

(1.14)

—00 - c o

Since our new feature is based on central moments, it is trivial to prove that it is invariant
to both horizontal and vertical translations. The demonstrations of the descriptor invariance
with respect to all of the convolution, contrast changes, and uniform scaling are given by
the following equations.
Invariance to convolution
The central moment pPsv of the image function g(x, y) (cf. equation (1.2)) is given by:
+00 +00

yPm= j f{x-

x)s(y - y)vg(xjy)dxdy.

(1.15)

—00 —00

Since the image function g(x, y) is defined on the set of positive reals R + ,
+00 +00

A&= /
0

j(x-x)s(y-yyg(x,y)dxdy.

(1.16)

0

Note that without loss of generality, in what follows we suppose that the gravity center
of the image function coincides with the origin (0,0). This assumption has no major drawback since the central moment is invariant to translations by definition. Based on the above
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assumption, we obtain:
+oc +00
^sv

~~

xsyv(f(x,y)*h(x,y))dxdy,

J j
0

0

+00 +00

=

/

/

0

0

x<a+1'>-1y(v+1'>-1(ttx,y)*h(x,y))dxdy,

= M(g(x,y))(s+

l,v + l).

(1.17)

Applying the radiometric feature P(s, v) to equation (1.2), we obtain:

P9fB,\

V™ M(g(x,y))(s+ l,v + l)
H9vs M(g(x,y))(v + l,s + l)
M(f(x,y))(s + l,v + 1) x M(h(x,y))(s + l,v + 1)
M(f(x,y))(v + 1,5 + 1) M(h(x,y))(v + l,s + l)
M(f(x,y))(s+
l,v + l)
M(f(x,y))(v +l,s + l)
= Pf(s,v).

(1.18)

Invariance to uniform scaling
Following a uniform scaling of the original image function / , the central moment
y svU,w^ °f t n e r e s i z e d function f'(u, w) is related to the central moment nl^f'^ of the original function f(x, y) by the following:
L

+00 +00

fj^)

=

f

uswvf'(u,w)dudw

f

0
0
+00 +00

(rx)s(ry)vf(x,y)rdxrdy

J J
0

0

+00 +oc

„s+v+2

/

/ xsyvf{x,

0

0

s+v+z nf(x,y)
xy
rs+v+2

r

^ ' '.
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Applying the radiometric feature P(s, v) to a function f'(u, w), we obtain:
nf'(u,w)

f( u w)

P ~ ' (s,v) = ^7-^

rs+v+2

=

j-I'VS

f(x,y)

T - r = Pf(x'v)(s,v).

I

(1.20)

pl'S

Invariance to contrast changes
The central moment fiQ00'^ of the contrasted image function f'(x, y) is related to the
central moment ji{!f,y} of the original function f(x, y) by the following:

tfs,tf)

=
=

/

/ x'yvf'(x,y)dxdy

0

0

J J
o o

xsyvrjf(x,y)dxdy

+oo +oo

= V J J xsyvf(x,y)dxdy = W{^\
0

(1.21)

0

Applying the radiometric feature P(s, v) to a function /'(#, y), we obtain:
p/'(*.»)(s „) = ?«»

= W " . = pf^\s,

pus

v).

(1.22)

'//J-tis

In this section we introduced a new class of radiometric invariant features. The first
is based on the Mellin transform, and the second on central moments. Notice that the
relationship between the Mellin transform and the central moment is mentioned in equation (1.17). Both descriptors are invariant to contrast changes, to uniform scaling, and to
convolution with any kernel having a symmetric form with respect to the diagonals. For instance, convolution is often used to model radiometric degradations such as blur (PSF) and
atmospheric veil (APSF). In what follows we introduce a new class of descriptors invariant
to both radiometric and geometric degradations.
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1.4 Combined radiometric-geometric invariants
In the field of pattern analysis, it is a significant undertaking to analyze and identify
images corrupted simultaneously by radiometric and geometric degradations without using
either restoration or geometric normalisation. These two degradation types can often be
found in real (i.e., not synthetic) images since neither imaging systems nor imaging conditions are perfect. One possibility for analyzing and interpreting a scene from the acquired
image while avoiding the restoration and geometric standardization processes is to implement image descriptors that are simultaneously invariant to those two types of degradations.
This enables us to avoid the ill-posed problems of the two above-mentioned processes.
In this section, we introduce two combined invariant features. Thefirstfeature is based
on central moments, the second on central complex moments. These combined invariant
features are used for the matching of combined radiometric-geometric degraded images.
Inspired by previous descriptors, the combined features in what follows are based on ratios
of simple and non-recurrent functions and are thus not computationally expensive.

1.4.1

Combined feature based on central moments

We introduce in this subsection a new set of central-moment-based features that are simultaneously invariant to both horizontal and vertical translations; uniform and anisotropic
scaling; stretching; contrast changes; and convolution with any kernel having a symmetric
form with respect to the diagonals.
Definition 3
The combined radiometric-geometric invariant feature is given by:
uf(x,y)

flvs

J(*>v),
/J,s+rltV+n

where n is a natural number other than zero and ^x'y^ is the (s + v)th order central moment of the image function f(x, y). One can easily see that the combined invariant feature
Bf(s, v) is a combination of the radiometric descriptor Pf(s, v) for a different order (s, v),
i.e., Bf(s, v) = Pf(s, v) x Pf{v + n, s + n). We chose to build the combined descriptors
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based on our radiometric invariant feature Pf(s, v) since it is invariant to translations, to
uniform scaling, to convolution, and to contrast changes. Demonstration of the invariance
of P>f(s, v) to those transformations is straightforward. In what follows, we demonstrate
the invariance of the combined feature B^(s, v) to anisotropic scaling, and by extension to
stretching.
Anisotropic scaling invariance
Anisotropic scaling is given by [30]:

{

u = rx,
w = ty,

with r and t representing the directional scale factors. Following an anisotropic scaling of
the function f(x, y), the central moment /J.QU'W^ of the resized function f'(u, w) is related
to the central moment n{!f,v^ of the original function f(x, y) by the following equation:

+00 +00

LiQu>w) =

uswvf'(u,w)dudw

J J
—oo —00
+00 +00

=

{rx)s{tyrf{x,y)rdxtdy

J J
—oo —oo

rs+1tv+1nfsix'y).

(1.24)

Applying the combined invariant B(s, v) to the function /'(«, w), we obtain:
,,f'(u,w)

Bf'^\s,v)
v

..f'(u,w)

x ^+W'*tw

= ^ - ^
'

f'(u,w)
fMis
rs+lj.v+l

~

F'sv
,,f(x,y)
/M)s
f{ X y

f'{u,w)
l^s+n^+n
,,f{x,y)
rv+n+lfS+n+l

..f(x>y)

r'v+rijS+n
,.f(x,y)
H's+n,v+n

v

= B - ' \s,v).
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The above demonstration allows us to conclude that the combined feature is invariant
to anisotropic scaling.
Stretching invariance
The stretching transformation is given by [30]:

{

u = rx,
" = *,

where r is the stretching factor. To prove the invariance of B^(s, v) to stretching, we need
only replace the factor t by Mn the above demonstration (cf. equations (1.24) and (1.25)).
Invariance to convolution
Applying B(s, v) to equation (1.2), we obtain:
B9<x'y\s,v)

= P9{x'y\s,v)P^x'y\v
xy

f{x y)

= P^ ' \s,v)P ' {v
f x

+ n,s + n)
+ n,s + n)

v

= B ( > \s,v).

(1.26)

All of these demonstrations allow us to confirm the invariance of the combined descriptor Bf(s, v) to both horizontal and vertical translations, as well as scaling, stretching,
contrast changes and convolution. In what follows, we introduce the second subclass of
combined features.

1.4.2

Combined features based on central complex moments

In this section, we introduce a new class of combined features based on central complex moments that are invariant simultaneously to similarity transformation and to contrast
changes. Note that the similarity transformation includes horizontal and vertical translations, rotation and uniform scaling [31]. We start by giving some mathematical definitions.
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Central complex moment
The central complex moment K^ of the order (p+q) of the image function f(x, y) is
defined as:
+00 +00

K

U= j I ^ x - X J + *(y~v°))p&x-^)-*(.y-vc))qf(x>y)dxdv>

d- 2 7 )

—00 —00

where (xc, yc) are the coordinates of the centroid of the image function /(#, y) and i denotes
the imaginary unit. In polar coordinates, the central complex moment K^pq is given by:
K^ = f
0

frp+q+1el{p-q)eg(r,e)dedr,

(1.28)

0

where
( r= yj{x - xc)2 + (yI # = arctan(^=^).

yc)2,

Definition 4
The invariant descriptor Z?(p, q) of the image function f(x, y) is given by:

z

Kf(x,y)

J{*,V)

' ^ = j f e r * -far-

(»•»)

where n is a natural number other than zero. Z(p, q) is invariant to the above-mentioned
geometric-radiometric degradations. Demonstrations are given below.
Translation invariance
The invariance of the feature Z(p, q) to horizontal and vertical translations is trivial to
prove since central complex moments are invariant to translations by definition.
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Rotation - contrast change invariance
Let g be a version that is rotated (around the origin) and contrasted of the image function
/ , i.e., g(r, 9) — 77/(r, 8 + a) where a is the angle of rotation and r\ is a positive constant
number. The central complex moment K9 of the image function g is related to the central
complex moment K? of the original image function / by the following equation:

«£ = ^-*<^)««£. '

(1.30)

Applying Z(p, q) to the image function g(x, y), we obtain:

' Z'faq) =

"fx^P^
K

Kqp

p+n,q+n

T]e-^P-l)aKfp+n,q+n

ve-i(q-p)aKfp

K

fxKqf+n'p+n=Zf(p,q).

=

(1.31)

K

Kqp

p+n,q+n

Uniform scaling invariance
Let g be a scaled version of the original image function / , i.e. g(r, 9) = f(@r, 9), where
/3 is the parameter of uniform scaling. It can be shown that the central complex moment
K^q of the image function g is related to the central complex moment K^q of the original
image function / by the following equation:

Applying the descriptor Z(p, q) to the image function g, we obtain:
9

K9

K9

Z (p,q) = -fx
pq

Kqp

v

^q+n^p+n

g

K>p+n,q+n

{P+9+2) f

P~

^ pq-yP-{P+<1+2{n+1))4+n,P+n

*fx

Y"' p + " = Zf(p,q).

Kqp

K

p+n,q+n
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1.5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

According to the above demonstrations, we conclude that the proposed feature Z(p, q)
is invariant simultaneously to similarity transformation and to contrast changes.

1.5 Experimental results
In this section, we give a few examples of experiments that were carried out in order
to express the discrimination power of our invariant features. We start by applying the
radiometric invariants based on the Mellin transform. Then, we show the results obtained
by using the radiometric invariant feature based on central moments. Finally, we present
the experimental results related to combined invariant descriptors.

1.5.1

Radiometric invariant features based on the Mellin transform

In the following subset of experiments we first apply the radiometric invariant feature
k(s,v) to the original image shown in Figure. 1.1 (a), the contrasted image in Figure. 1.1 (e),
the blurred images in Figure. l.l(f,g), the blurred and noisy images in Figure. 1.1 (h,i), the
contrasted and blurred images in Figure. l.l(j,k), the contrasted version of blurred and
corrupted images in Figure. 1.1 (l,m) and the foreign images shown in Figure. l.l(b-d,n).
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)
Image (j)
Image (k)
Image (1)
Image (m)
Image (n)

A'(13,3)
0.01570
158.367
3.81360
0.05200
0.01564
0.01564
0.01567
0.01584
0.01531
0.01525
0.01525
0.01535
0.01536
160.415

fc>(4,9)
8.20141
0.08140
0.51082
4.37010
8.21942
8.21942
8.21589
8.31962
8.31962
8.34009
8.33979
8.31387
8.31088
0.08088

A:'(5,1)
0.13212
6.26901
1.67007
0.27022
0.13159
0.13161
0.13199
0.13246
0.12870
0.12814
0.12817
0.12880
0.12900
6.30145

^(12,3)
0.02319
93.4835
3.33835
0.06980
0.02310
0.02311
0.02314
0.02264
0.02264
0.02255
0.02255
0.02269
0.02270
94.5744

fc'(6,7)
1.51712
0.60392
0.87340
1.34207
1.51773
1.51773
1.51776
1.51566
1.52114
1.52184
1.52183
1.52104
1.52102
0.60316

k'(9,5)
0.19088
7.58747
1.71762
0.30799
0.19059
0.19060
0.19059
0.19158
0.18900
0.18868
0.18869
0.18908
0.18908
7.62574

fc-f(4,6)
2.40684
0.37568
0.76895
1.80865
2.40973
2.40975
2.40892
2.40152
2.42563
2.42887
2.42882
2.42510
2.42409
0.37474

kf(3,4)
1.61190
0.62447
0.88445
1.35855
1.61332
1.61331
1.61262
1.61026
1.62115
1.62271
1.62266
1.62098
1.62027
0.62370

fc'(2,12)
49.0087
0.00694
0.26179
19.7612
49.2375
49.2318
49.0627
48.5821
50.5267
50.7897
50.7791
50.3666
50.2771
0.00685

Table 1.1: Results of the application of the radiometric invariant feature k(s,v) to the
images in Figure. 1.1.

The results set out in Table 1.1 show that for any order (s,v) the numerical values
obtained by applying the invariant feature k(s, v) to images (a,e-m) are almost identical but
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differ from the numerical values obtained with images (b-d,n). The results obtained thus
confirm the effectiveness of our radiometric invariant feature for the matching of blurred
and contrasted images as well as its robustness to additive random noise.

(a)

0

(b)

(c)

(d)

(k)

(1)

(e)

(m)

(n)

Figure 1.1: Images used to test the effectiveness of k(s, v): a) original image (Queen Mary
2); b-d) foreign images; e) contrast change of the original image; f) blurred version - kernel
size 7 x 7; g) blurred version - kernel size 13 x 13; h,i) images (f,g) corrupted by an
additive random noise (standard deviation=3.18); j,k) contrast change of images (f,g); l,m)
contrast change of blurred boats corrupted by an additive random noise (standard deviation
= 3.18); n) blurred and noisy version of image (b) (kernel size 13 x 13 and standard
deviation = 7.65).

We then apply the proposed invariant features to real images acquired by a digital camera (Canon ID professional) with different focus settings, as shown in Figure. 1.2. Results
in Table 1.2 show that for any order (5, v) the numerical values obtained by applying the
invariant descriptor k(s, v) to images (a-e) are almost identical but differ from the numerical values obtained with images (f-h). The results obtained confirm the invariance of the
descriptor k(s, v) to both convolution with a symmetric kernel with respect to the diagonals
(e.g. PSF in this case), and global contrast changes. This was confirmed by several other
experiments.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 1.2: Real images used to test the invariance of k(s, v): a-e) real images of the same
scene with different focus settings; f-h) real foreign images.
fc(6,7)
Image (a) 1.55926
Image (b) 1.55775
Image (c) 1.55791
Image (d) 1.55093
Image (e) 1.54944
Image (g) 0.87445
Image (f) 1.34701
Image (h) 1.34708

fc(4,12)
32.92205
32.62386
32.70831
31.83843
31.62592
0.277227
10.69902
10.70284

*(7,2)
0.09745
0.09713
0.09841
0.10427
0.10479
1.41440
0.20428
0.20413

fc(10,6)
0.17464
0.17579
0.17529
0.17771
0.17840
1.92620
0.30876
0.30872

k{2,7)
8.73754
8.87587
8.52777
8.75129
8.54232
0.70701
4.89502
4.89873

fc(4,2)
0.40750
0.42393
0.39374
0.40717
0.39343
1.00649
0.50777
0.50751

k(3,2)
0.63284
0.64525
0.62228
0.63255
0.62201
0.97292
0.80351
0.80328

fc(2,6)
5.75860
5.30581
6.17151
5.76639
6.17964
0.81664
3.63689
3.63947

Table 1.2: Results of the application of the radiometric invariant descriptor k(s, v) to the
real images in Figure. 1.2.

With the aim of comparing our invariant feature to the state of the art, we carried out
tests on images using the radiometric feature C(s, v) developed by Flusser and Suk in [13].
This feature is particulary close to the one we propose since it is suitable for the same
types of degradations, except contrast changes. The results given in Table 1.3 provide an
example of those tests using the images shown in Figure. 1.2. We may observe that for
any order (s,v) the distance between the invariant descriptors of two degraded images of
the same scene is smaller with the proposed feature k(s, v) than with those provided by
C(s, v). For instance, let us consider the order (6, 7). Following data normalization, i.e.,
dividing all descriptor values (related to the original image and to its degraded versions) by
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the descriptor value of the original image, the standard deviation of our results is 0.0029,
while the same parameter obtained with C(s, v) is 0.0523. Additionally we calculated the
ratio of the between-class variance to the within-class variance on the same data. The value
relative to our invariant feature equals 1.22 • 104 while the ratio for Flusser's feature equals
7.19 • 103. This shows the great capacity for between-class discrimination of our invariant
feature. Recall that the between-class variance is given by:
1

Varb = ~
K

~

k

-^n^-//)2,
l

(L34)
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and the within-class variance is given by:
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where N is the total number of samples, k is the number of clusters, n is the mean of all
the samples, fa is the mean for the i — th cluster, and rij is the number of samples from the
i — th cluster.
Computing time (relative to image (a) of Figure. 1.2) for our invariant feature equals
0.047 s while the time for C(s, v) is equal to 31.078 s. Note that computing time is evaluated in seconds. It is evident that, for any order (s,v), the computing time of our invariant
feature is quite low. Furthermore, notice that k(s, v) can be computed for any value of
(s, v), including even values.

Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)

C>(6,7)
[10~44]
-7.7130
-7.0798
-6.9568
-7.7330
-7.1183
4367.96
2121.54
2189.65

C'(4,12)

C^(7,2)

C'(10,6)

[io-31]
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)

5.7757
5.7263
5.5082
5.7717
5.5061
155.93
96.2352
95.9865

0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)

Ct(2,7)
[10~27]
3.6253
3.2538
3.9532
3.0120
3.5426
135.09
195.23
192.82

C>(4,2)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)

^(3,2)
[IO"35]
-9.0215
-8.9562
-9.2541
-9.6235
-9.4512
67.512
35.974
33.288

Table 1.3: Results obtained using C(s, v) on the images in Figure. 1.2.
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C>(2,6)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
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1.5.2

Radiometric features based on central moments

In what follows, we present some examples of results obtained with the invariant feature
P(s, v). Table 1.4 gives results obtained using images of the moon and Jupiter shown in
Figure. 1.3. Note that images (d-k) were scaled for the experiments but they were also
resized for display purpose. It is obvious that the numerical values for the invariant feature
P(s, v) for images (a) and (c-i) are almost identical but differ from the values for images
(b,j,k), as expected since they are the foreign images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 1.3: Images of the moon and Jupiter used in experiments with P(s,v): a) original
image; b) foreign image (Jupiter); c) image contrast change; d-f) contrast change of translated and resized images; g-i) blurred versions of images (d-f) - g) kernel size 7x 7, h)
kernel size 11 x 11, i) kernel size 15 x 15; j,k) blurred, translated and resized versions of
Jupiter - j) kernel size 7 x 7, k) kernel size 9 x 9.)
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Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)
Image (j)
Image (k)

•PJ(6,3)
2.05698
-0.65531
2.08629
2.08078
2.08078
2.08078
2.07566
2.07103
2.03402
-0.65350
-0.65919

P'(4,3)
1.19900
-0.37377
1.19700
1.19720
1.19720
1.19720
1.19174
1.19184
1.18357
-0.37162
-0.37773

P'(ll,l)
14.84102
1.05313
15.21197
15.24097
15.24097
15.24097
14.96300
14.95548
14.25209
1.05392
1.05373

P>(3,2)
1.58653
1.40926
1.60729
1.61654
1.61654
1.61654
1.62927
1.62603
1.62306
1.39716
1.43621

P J (4,5)
0.784371
0.53729
0.749315
0.771715
0.771715
0.771715
0.765534
0.766226
0.764131
0.54332
0.52745

P'(13,3)
9.974058
1.05322
10.25187
10.53675
10.53675
10.53675
10.62746
10.55181
10.15677
1.05403
1.05364

Pi (2,9)
0.276313
-1.40224
0.265448
0.260348
0.260348
0.260348
0.255218
0.256328
0.259609
-1.42786
-1.45115

^'(12,13)
0.903066
0.92744
0.970941
0.893368
0.893368
0.893368
0.889789
0.891646
0.896192
0.91873
0.91268

Table 1.4: Results obtained by applying the invariant feature P(s, v) to the images in Figure. 1.3.
The next set of experiments is based on the images shown in Figure. 1.4. Its goal is
to test the discrimination power of the radiometric invariant feature P(s,v). To this end,
the values of P(s, v) for all the images in Figure. 1.4(b-j) are compared to the value for
image in Figure. 1.4(a). From Table 1.5, it is apparent that both the degraded versions of a

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.4: Images used in experiments with P(s, v): a) original image; b) blurred image
(kernel size 11 x 11); c) image contrast change; d-j) foreign images, image (e) is a blurred
version of image (d) (kernel size 9 x 9.)

given image and the image itself can easily be matched using the proposed feature. These
results confirm both the discrimination power and the invariance of P(s, v) to radiometric
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degradations modeled by a symmetric kernel (e.g., blur degradations), contrast changes and
translations.
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)
Image (j)

P} (2,6)
3.452394
3.452524
3.458815
0.314150
0.320348
5.183704
6.649978
0.063189
0.857469
2.400694

Pi (9,2)
-0.169140
-0.163541
-0.168675
-7.923024
-7.678713
0.440234
-0.079644
-1672.173
0.571585
-0.941445

Pf{Z, 12)
-41.91567
-41.67607
-41.70588
-0.071566
-0.072643
-2718.476
-75.16565
-0.030375
8.468492
-33.36791

P'(9,5)
0.150037
0.147021
0.147120
3.238303
3.208220
1.751597
0.224285
15.11785
1.493028
0.404003

P->(4,9)
-3.180659
-3.286253
-3.585134
-0.224956
-0.229726
1.101450
-5.114833
-0.002295
1.649462
-0.661007

P'(13,3)
-0.037449
-0.038691
-0.040309
18.59715
18.30050
0.039746
0.027382
801.7136
2.650397
0.090543

P'(2,9)
-5.912269
-6.114682
-6.156130
-0.126214
-0.130230
2.271519
-12.55591
-0.000598
1.749522
-1.062197

P'(12,13)
-1.036271
-1.071054
-1.041312
-0.750634
-0.752049
0.387915
-0.924043
-0.040222
1.946552
-0.295064

Table 1.5: Results obtained by applying the invariant feature P(s, v) to the images in Figure. 1.4.
Once again, comparisons were made with the invariant proposed by Flusser and Suk
(C(s, v)) [13]. For this purpose, we used the images in Figure. 1.4. The results are presented in Table 1.6. Computing time (relative to image (a) of Figure. 1.4) for our invariant
feature equals 0.515 s while the time for C(s, v) is equal to 31.968 s. Thus, as is the case
for k(s,v), the computing time of F(s, v) is quite lower than the one of the feature C(s, v).
Moreover P(s, v) can be computed for any order (5, v), including even orders. In order to
measure the discrimination power of our invariant feature P(s, v), we calculated the ratio
of the between-class variance to the within-class variance for both our feature P(s, v) and
Flusser's descriptor C(s, v) (cf. Table 1.6). If we consider the order (9,2), we see that the
ratio value relative to our invariant feature is 2.77 • 107 while value for Flusser's feature is
3.22 • 1014.
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)
Image (j)

f
:i1
C ' ( 2 , 6 ) C (,9,2)[W- }
0(n/a)
1.79116
0(n/a)
1.72502
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
2.95684
0(n/a)
3.12545
0(n/a)
-2067860.34
0(n/a)
-4267232.76
0(n/a)
-10480.59
0(n/a)
-5.84721
0(n/a)
-245584.00

CJ(3,12)lW-41]
-4.03485
-4.03548
0(n/a)
-12.5214
-13.0215
-680642254.82
-42549793.96
-25748085102.86
3.92386
-14098454.21

Cf(9,5)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)

C'(4,9)[10- 3 6 ] C'(13,3)
5.09897
0(n/a)
5.02592
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
0(n/a)
1.32524
0(n/a)
1.02541
0(n/a)
11663774.09
0(n/a)
-2397029.17
0(n/a)
-196867581.89
0(n/a)
6.91756
0(n/a)
-2432136.60
0(n/a)

C'(2,9)[10- 3 1 ]
-2.29162
-2.25990
0(n/a)
-9.25124
-8.25314
-70734122.67
117440.52
204400777.95
-1.90416
6271210.85

Table 1.6: Results obtained using C(s, v) on the images in Figure. 1.4.
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Additionally, we calculated the standard deviations on the whole set of standardized
data (i.e., dividing all descriptor values related to the original image and to its degraded
versions by the descriptor value of the original image) for both our invariant feature P(s, v)
and the one of Flusser and Suk C(s, v) (cf. Table 1.5 and Table 1.6). We may observe that
for any order (s, v) the distance between the invariant descriptor values of two degraded
images of the same scene is smaller with the proposed feature k(s, v) than those obtained
with C(s, v). For instance, let us consider the order (9,2), the standard deviation of our
results is 0.0218, while it is 0.0403 with C(s, v). Although the between-class discrimination power of C(s, v) is more significant than that of P(s, v), it is clear that our invariant
feature provides a good discrimination power at low computing cost. Note that image (c) is
not taken into account because of the indefinite values of Flusser's invariant feature. Note
also that the descriptor C(s, v) cannot be applied to image (c) since it is not invariant to
contrast changes.

1.5.3

Combined feature based on central moments

In this subsection we test the efficiency of the combined feature B(s,v) for matching
radiometric-geometric degraded images. To this end, we first apply B(s, v) to images in
Figure. 1.5.
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)

J3-f(6,3)
12.034255
-67.81753
-68.84289
12.566916
11.592653
12.110308
12.693262
12.058034
12.774998

B-f(4,2)
1.841088
1.005884
1.002901
1.946387
1.771127
1.939349
2.008534
1.840571
1.848687

Bl(3,6)
0.083096
-0.01474
-0.01391
0.079574
0.086262
0.082574
0.078782
0.082932
0.078278

£'(5,15)
-0.31106
0.961996
0.968934
-0.25557
-0.24278
-0.29650
-0.23212
-0.31148
-0.32072

B'(6,7)
11.03145
-9321.983
-9320.514
11.06798
10.55180
11.35338
10.91036
11.06725
11.59292

BJ(9,5)
-4.19099
1.025350
1.022175
-3.898070
-4.898001
-4.637822
-4.842928
-4.225872
-4.090149

B'(4,6)
-2.44690
1.008576
1.011728
-2.24352
-2.69757
-2.93272
-2.10131
-2.48283
-2.42675

B'(3,4)
0.090087
0.014420
0.015287
0.086789
0.092299
0.090378
0.085988
0.089980
0.085533

B'(2,12)
-0.922035
0.973211
0.973211
-1.064450
-0.978528
-0.928002
-1.128721
-0.919770
-0.916165

Table 1.7: Test results of combined invariant B(s, v) applied to the images in Figure. 1.5.
From Table 1.7, we observe that for any order (s, v), the numerical values of the original image shown in Figure. 1.5(a) and its degraded versions shown in Figure. 1.5(d-i) are
almost identical but differ from the values for the foreign images shown in Figure. 1.5(b,c).
This is true even for the image in Figure. 1.5(g) which includes not only vertical and horizontal translations but also stretching, uniform scaling, contrast changes and blur degrada32
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(g)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(i)

Figure 1.5: Images used in experiments to test the efficiency of B(s, v): a) original image;
b) foreign image; c) translated, stretched, resized and blurred version of the foreign image
(filter size 9 x 9); d) contrasted image; e) blurred image (filter size 13 x 13); f) translated,
resized, stretched and blurred image (filter size 11 x 11); g) geometric transformed, contrasted and blurred image (filter size 11 x 11); h) translated, resized and blurred image
(filter size 11 x 11); i) translated, stretched and resized image.

tions. These results thus confirm the invariance of the combined feature B(s, v) to translations, uniform scaling, stretching, contrast changes and blur degradations.
In order to evaluate the discrimination power of the combined invariant feature B(s,v),
we carried out tests on sets of images that included several foreign images, such as those
shown in Figure. 1.6. Table 1.8 shows results related to this figure. From the values contained in this table it is clear that we can identify the degraded versions shown in Figure. 1.6(b) and Figure. 1.6(c) of the original image shown in Figure. 1.6(a) within a set of
mixed images.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)

(i)

Figure 1.6: Images used in experiments to evaluate the discrimination power of B(s, v):
a) original image; b) geometric degraded (translations, uniform scaling, stretching) and
blurred image (filter size 9 x 9); c) blurred image (filter size 9 x 9); d-i) foreign images,
image (i) is a geometric degraded (translations, uniform scaling, stretching) and blurred
version (filter size 11 x 11) of image (h).

Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)

B''(2,9)
0.0010
0.0008
0.0010
0.1021
2.1745
1.3719
3.6233
0.0223
0.0197

5/(13,4)
909.55
992.11
894.56
11.085
0.5941
1.2564
1.1621
41.116
43.609

5/(5,8)
1236.3
1347.1
1216.2
14.554
0.5351
1.4763
1.3541
53.600
55.293

5^(8,3)
0.00062
0.00061
0.00063
0.08283
2.18866
1.14300
3.14125
0.01988
0.01863

5/(16,3)
0.00103
0.00105
0.00106
0.11846
1.86319
1.35600
3.46706
0.02770
0.02456

B'(3,4)
3498.0
3408.4
3595.6
11.813
0.3634
0.8386
0.3301
64.311
63.381

5/(2,12)
-10.299
-10.180
-10.739
2.5121
1.2749
3.0055
4.1585
0.6794
0.6638

Table 1.8: Test results of combined invariant B(s, v) applied to the images in Figure. 1.6.
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With the aim of comparing our descriptor B(s,v) with other well-known combined
descriptors, we carry out tests using the first three combined descriptors I\, I2 and 73 introduced by Suk and Flusser [25]. In one such test, we applied those descriptors to the images
in Figure. 1.5. Results are given in Table 1.9. For any order (s, v), the distance between
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)
Image (i)

I{ x [10+24]
9.06470
1.87963
2.29469
13.7870
9.26419
10.2276
14.6779
9.38274
10.9087

Ii x [10+33]
1.09607
0.15110
0.19247
1.65117
1.11474
1.33956
1.78568
1.15196
1.42951

I{ x [10+26]
-1.05430
-0.11585
-0.14157
-1.53367
-1.03740
-1.17691
-1.62622
-1.09365
-1.32499

Table 1.9: Results obtained using the combined features I\, I2 and 73 on the images in
Figure. 1.5.
the descriptor values B(s, v) of two degraded images of the same scene is smaller than the
distances yielded by the features h, I2 and I3. For instance, let us consider the order (6,3).
Following data normalization, that is, dividing every descriptor value related to the original image and to its degraded versions by the descriptor value of the original image, the
standard deviation of the results obtained using B(s, v) equals 0.035, while the standard
deviation for results obtained with I2 is 0.251. In addition, the ratio of the between-class
variance to the within-class variance relative to our invariant descriptor 5^(3,6) is 2001.35
while the ratio relating to Flusser's descriptor 73 equals 41.28.
Thus, the great discrimination power of our invariant feature is confirmed. The computing time (relative to image (a) of Figure. 1.5) of our invariant feature is equal to 0.64 s
while the time for I2 is 383.245 s. The comparisons made between our combined feature
B(s, v) and the features introduced by Suk and Flusser [25] reveal that the proposed feature
has a lower computing cost and leads to more accurate results.

1.5.4

Combined feature based on central complex moments

In this subsection we evaluate the discrimination power of the invariant feature Z(s, v).
For this purpose, we apply the combined descriptor to images in Figure. 1.7.
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(d)

(e)

(g)

(f)

(h)

Figure 1.7: Images used in tests of invariance of Z(s,v): a) original image (Lena); b)
resized image; c) foreign image (Elaine); d,h) similarity transformed versions of the foreign
image; e,g) contrasted, resized and rotated versions of the original image, f) contrast change
of similarity transformed image.

As can be seen, image (f) includes vertical and horizontal translations, as well as rotation, uniform scaling and contrast changes. Experimental results are given in Table 2.8 for
various orders (s, v) (i.e., row). Note that the invariant feature values shown in the table
correspond to the multiplication of the real and imaginary parts of Z(s, v). This representation was chosen since it was experimentally proven to provide a high discrimination power.
It is obviously not unique. Other representations can also be used, such as the value of the
imaginary part or the real part, a norm, etc. As can be seen from the table, for all of the
orders, the values of Z(s, v) related to images (a), (b) and (e-g) are almost identical but are
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Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)

Z>(2,11)
0.04807
0.04807
-0.02320
-0.02098
0.05276
0.05276
0.05276
-0.02264

Zf{3,7)
0.00905
0.00907
-0.00229
-0.00241
0.00944
0.00944
0.00944
-0.00217

Zf(6,5)
0.00691
0.00692
-0.00105
-0.00144
0.00654
0.00645
0.00654
-0.00074

Zf(8,5)
0.04281
0.04278
0.15769
0.15776
0.04312
0.03912
0.04312
0.15913

Zf(7,13)
0.10646
0.10628
-0.31348
-0.31362
0.09584
0.09998
0.09584
-0.31342

Table 1.10: Results of the application of the combined invariant Z(s, v) to the images in
Figure. 1.7.

different from the values related to the foreign image (c) and its degraded versions (d) and
(h), as expected. This confirms the invariance of Z(s, v) to translations, rotation, uniform
scaling and contrast changes.
In order to show the discrimination power of the central-complex-moment-based combined features, we apply Z(s, v) to images in Figure. 1.8.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)

Figure 1.8: Images used in tests of the discrimination power of Z(s, v): a) original image;
b) rotated image; c-g) foreign images, image (d) is the similarity transformed version of
image (c), as image (f) is of image (e).
From Table 1.11, we see that the invariant feature values for the original image shown
in Figure. 1.8(a) and its rotated version shown in Figure. 1.8(b) are almost identical but are
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different from those for the foreign images shown in Figure. 1.8(c-g), as expected.
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)

Z'(2,9)
0.001572152
0.001611223
0.108216467
0.105138319
0.000485638
0.000414636
0.018964440

Z'(l,7)
0.347014574
0.347049251
-0.010866559
-0.010304927
0.007437979
0.007961866
0.031492343

Z'(5,2)
-0.156594286
-0.156671777
-0.145369368
-0.140040576
0.020489249
0.017897029
-0.19251124

Zf{8,5)
-0.003290931
-0.003293386
-0.108189298
-0.106963739
0.017844955
0.015663276
0.035951594

Z'(3,7)
-0.001155491
-0.001155493
-0.019678745
-0.020670982
0.076849174
0.075418656
-0.028933646

Table 1.11: Test results of the application of the combined invariant Z(s, v) to the images
in Figure. 1.8.

The next set of experiments is devoted to the comparison of our combined descriptor
Z(s, v) and the combined feature Q introduced by Flusser and Zitova [21].
Recall that Q is given by:
$(p,q)
Q
(1.36)

$(Mr°°'

with $(p, q) beeing combination of the blur invariant feature K(p, q) introduced in [21].
The simplest analytical expression of the descriptor Q is given by:
Q =

K(5,A)
K(3,0)K(1,2)

2U00-

(1.37)

For instance, Q (equation 1.37) was applied to images in Figure. 1.7. Note that results
fi
Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)
Image (e)
Image (f)
Image (g)
Image (h)

-2.619
-5.542
-0.703
-1.432
-1.246
-4.488
-4.488
-3.041

10

+i2-

iO+i*
10+18
10+i8
10+12

10+12
10+12

10+17

Table 1.12: Results obtained using Q on the images in Figure. 1.7.

shown in Table 1.12 are obtained by the multiplication of both real and imaginary parts of
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the combined descriptor values. Following data normalization (identical to the one made in
the above comparison), the standard deviation of the results obtained with Z(s,v) is equal
to 0.045, while the standard deviation for results obtained with Q equals 0.65. Additionally,
the ratio of the between-class variance to the within-class variance relative to our invariant
descriptor Z^(3,6) is equal to 2071.83 while the ratio relating to Flusser's descriptor Q is
11.36. Computing time (relative to image (a) of Figure. 1.7) of our combined feature is
1.02 s while for Q, it is 402.284 s. These results allow us to conclude that the combined
descriptor Z(s,v) has a great discrimination power and a reasonable computing time.

1.6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced two new classes of invariant descriptors. The first class includes two features that are invariant to radiometric degradations. The first of these is based
on an innovative use of the Mellin transform and the second is based on central moment.
Both radiometric descriptors are invariant to radiometric degradations that can be modeled
by convolution as well as to global contrast changes and uniform scaling. The second class
includes two combined radiometric-geometric invariant features. The combined descriptors
based on central moment are invariant simultaneously to all of the following transformations: horizontal and vertical translations, uniform and anisotropic scaling, stretching, contrast changes and degradations that can be modeled by convolution. The combined features
based on central complex moment are invariant simultaneously to similarity transformation
(translations, rotation, uniform scaling) and to contrast changes. All of these descriptors
rely on the ratios of simple and non-recurrent functions. These invariant features have been
validated experimentally: all the results confirm that they provide a high discrimination
power at a low computing cost (almost real time). The proposed descriptors can be used
for the recognition and classification of geometric and/or radiometric degraded images, and
will serve as the foundation for content-based image retrieval in future research.
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1.7

Appendices

1.7.1 Appendix A
Relationship between the Mellin convolution and ordinary convolution: Let g, f and
h be three functions defined and integrable for real numbers. The ordinary convolution
product of / with h is given by:

+oo

g(x) = (/ * h)(x) = J f(x- t)h{t)dt.

(1.38)

—oo

By carrying out a change of variables in which x = ln(x') and t = ln(i'), we obtain:

(0oln)(x)

(f*h)(\n(x'))
+

f°

dt'

J f(Mx')-ln(t'))h(ln(t'))f
o

+ 0

°

/

7,/

/(/oln)(|)(/^oln)(Oy
o
{(fo\n)*Md(holn))(x'),

(1.39)

where *Mei denotes the Mellin convolution product.
Thus, the Mellin convolution in R+ is equivalent to the ordinary convolution in R.

1.7.2 Appendix B
Mellin convolution theorem: Let / and h be two functions defined and integrable for
positive real numbers. The Mellin transform of the Mellin convolution product of / and h
is given by:
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+00

M((f*Melh)(x))(s)

=

+00

<x\
at
f(t)hQjdx

J Xs-1 J
0

0

= / f-f I x^h^dxdt
0

0

+

T fit) r°
j — I {tx)s-lh{x)tdxdt
0
+00

f ts^f(t)dt
0

xs-1h{x)dx

f
0

M{f{x)){s)M{h{x)){s).
1.7.3

(1.40)

Appendix C

Relationship between Mellin transforms of the degraded image, the ideal image and
the convolution kernel: From equation (1.39), we have:
(g o ln)(x') = ((/ o In) *Md (h o In))(a;').

(1.41)

Applying Mellin transform to the above equation (1.41), we obtain:
M((go\n)(x'))(s)

= M(((f o In) *Mel (ho ln))(x'))(s)

M((go\n)(x'))(s)

= M((f o In) (x'))(s)M {(ho \n)(x'))(s)

v

v

'

v

g(x)

'

v

f(x)

M(g(x))(s) = M(f(x))(s)M(h(x))(s).

1.7.4

v

'

h{x)

(1.42)

Appendix D

Relationship between the Mellin transform and the most frequently used transforms

Relationship between the Mellin transform and the two-sided Laplace transform:
The established relationship between the Mellin transform M.(.) and the two-sided Laplace
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transform B(.) is given by:
M(f(x))(s) = B(f(e^))(s).

(1.43)

Relationship between the Mellin transform and the Fourier transform: The established relationship between the Mellin transform M{.) and the Fourier transform T{.)
is given by:
M{f{x)){s)=FU(er*)){-iS),

where i denotes the imaginary unit.
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Some precisions concerning the first chapter:
The main contribution of our invariant features lies in the establishment of a new relationship between Mellin transforms of the original image, the degraded image and the
convolution kernel. This relationship is the fruit of a combination of different properties of
Mellin transform and Mellin convolution. Note that Mellin transform and Fourier-Mellin
transform have been already used in the research field of pattern recognition based on invariant features [1,2].
[1] D. Casasent and D. Psaltis. Position, Rotation, and Scale Invariant Optical Correlation.
Applied Optics, 15, 1795-9, 1976.
[2] Xuan Wang, Bin Xiao, Jian-Feng Ma, Xiu-Li Bi: Scaling and rotation invariant analysis approach to object recognition based on Radon and Fourier-Mellin transforms. Pattern
Recognition 40(12): 3503-3508, 2007.
Obtained values in Table 1.3 are the result of the multiplication of the invariant feature
Cf(s, v) by the value between brackets. For example, the first value -7.7130 is the results
of the multiplication of the invariant Cf(6, 7) by 10~44. It results that Cf{6, 7) = -7.7130 •
10+44.
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Chapter 2
Un nouveau filtre pour la dispersion
multiple de la lumiere a travers
V atmosphere
Resume
Dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur, nous sommes souvent amenes a manipuler des images et des videos, prises a travers des milieux participants tels que
1'atmosphere, le tissu et le verre. Dans le cas de la vision a travers 1'atmosphere,
les images acquises revelent un faible niveau de contraste et de couleurs ainsi
qu'un ensemble d'effets visuels. L'ensemble de ces degradations et ces effets visuels percus par l'oeil humain sont dus aux interactions des particules en suspension dans l'air avec les faisceaux lumineux, reflechis par les objets de la scene.
Une bonne modelisation de ces interactions, nous permet de mieux comprendre les effets causes par le milieu sur le systeme de formation d'image. Cela
nous permettra, par exemple, de reproduire ces effets visuels a partir d'une image claire de la scene ou bien de corriger les differentes degradations causees par
l'interaction de la lumiere avec le milieu. Malgre la plus grande importance de
ce theme de recherche dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur, relativement
peu de travaux y sont eonsacres [3, 14, 15, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 31]. La majorite
de ces travaux sont bases sur le modele de la dispersion simple de la lumiere.
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Sachant que l'utilisation de ce modele est tres restrictive en pratique [17], il est
inevitable, de faire appel au concept de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere.
Pour notre part, nous presentons, dans les pages qui suivent, un article intitule A New Filter for Multiple Scattering of Light Rays dans lequel nous
introduisons un nouveau filtre pour la modelisation de la dispersion multiple de
la lumiere a travers F atmosphere. Ce nouveau filtre est inspire de la distribution Gaussienne generalised et nous permet d'elaborer quatre applications. La
premiere est destinee a la simulation des differentes conditions atmospheriques
sur les images. La deuxieme, quant a elle, est consacree a l'estimation cooperative et simultanee des parametres atmospheriques, a savoir, l'epaisseur optique
de 1'atmosphere et le parametre de diffusion atmospherique. Un processus de
restauration de 1'image originale de la scene est presente dans la troisieme application. Enfin, dans la derniere application, le filtre atmospherique est combine
avec les nouveaux invariants introduits dans le premier chapitre afin de mettre
en oeuvre de nouveaux descripteurs. Ces derniers, seront destines a la reconnaissance des objets degrades par de mauvaises conditions atmospheriques. Le
modele de dispersion multiple de la lumiere etaye dans ce chapitre est caracterise, a la fois, par sa convergence pour l'ensemble des valeurs de l'epaisseur
optique de 1'atmosphere et par la simplicite de son expression analytique, d'ou la
possibilite d'elaborer des applications en temps reel.
L'article qui suit est soumis a Pattern recognition. Une version resumee,
intitulee A New Convolution Kernel for Atmospheric Point Spread Function
Applied to Computer Vision, est egalement parue dans les actes de IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2007.
Cet article fut redige, sous la direction du professeur Francois Deschenes. En
tant que premier auteur, ma contribution a ce travail fut l'essentiel de la recherche
sur l'etat de l'art, le develdppement de la mefhode, 1'execution des tests de performance et la redaction de 1'article. Le professeur Francois Deschenes, second
auteur, a fourni Fidee originale. II a aide a la recherche sur l'etat de l'art, au
developpement de la methode ainsi qu'a la revision de F article.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new filter to model multiple scattering of light rays within
a participating media. Thisfilteris derived from the Generalized Gaussian Distribution. It characterizes the Atmospheric Point Spread Function and thus makes it
possible to introduce four practical applications. First, it allows us to accurately
simulate various weather conditions that induce multiple scattering including fog,
haze, rain, etc. Second, it allows us to propose a method for a cooperative and simultaneous estimation of visual cues, i.e., the characterization of weather degradation types and the estimation of optical thickness values between two images
of the same scene acquired under unknown weather conditions. Third, based on
the estimated values of atmospheric parameters we accurately restore the original
version of a weather degraded image. Finally, by combining this filter with two
new sets of invariant features we recently developed, we obtain invariant features
that can be used for the matching of atmospheric degraded images. Experimental results confirm that the proposed model is both in good agreement with the
theory, and useful in practice.
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2.1 Introduction
The medium in which light rays travel influence both the level of contrast and colors
because light rays that reach the imaging system have been scattered by particles suspended
in the diffusing medium [7]. The majority of existing computer vision systems neglect light
scattering effects on images. They assume that luminous rays reflected by an object of the
scene travel in the medium without any attenuation or change of direction. Obviously, this
may lead to erroneous results in practice. Only a few works are devoted to modeling vision
through participating media and to inherent techniques such as 3D structure estimation
from weather degraded images [3, 14, 24], contrast restoration of atmospheric degraded
images [25], removal of the degradation effects in underwater vision [31, 32], etc. Such
techniques could used in several domains such as transportation, surveillance, teleoperation, etc.
Existing works can be classified in two great families, those based on single scattering
of light [3, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31] and those based on multiple light
scattering [11, 27]. The concept of single scattering means that scattered light cannot be
dispersed again towards the imaging system and only the directly transmitted light is taken
into account. In order words, simple scattering takes changes of intensity and color into
account but does not consider blurring effects due to scattering. This assumption is valid
in the cases of light fog and rain, for instance. In the case of dense fog, single light scattering model is not adequate [16]. For this reason, it is necessary to take into account the
multiple light scattering phenomenon which takes place when the incident light rays get
scattered several times and reach the imaging system from several directions. Thanks to
this phenomenon, we can explain why the sky is blue, what makes the sunset red and we
can justify the appearance of a scene in the presence of fog as well as several other observations [19]. Multiple light scattering effects on images can be modelled by the Atmospheric
Point Spread Function APSF. A good modeling of the multiple light scattering APSF
is of a great importance for computer vision community. The APSF allows a better comprehension of atmospheric degraded images which enables for instance, the identification
of weather condition types and the estimate of visual cues between atmospheric degraded
images.
In this paper, we present a new way of modeling the APSF in the case of multiple
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scattering of luminous rays. Our approach introduces a filter derived from the generalized
Gaussian distribution and is inspired from experimentations made in [27]. The proposed
kernel allows us to introduce four practical applications. The first one allows a realistic
simulation of different weather conditions on images. The second one is a cooperative and
simultaneous estimation of atmospheric parameters between two images of the same scene
taken under poor and unknown weather conditions. This approach is based on a new relationship established between degraded images and on the Mellin transforms of both the
degraded images and the APSF. The third one is the restoration of weather degraded images. Finally, this filter when used in conjonction with two new classes of invariant features
we recently developed allows matching of atmospheric degraded images. The first class includes two radiometric invariant features. The first feature is based on Mellin transform
and the second one is based on central moment. Both radiometric features are invariant to atmospheric degradations and to contrast changes. The second class includes combined radiometric-geometric features based on central moments. The proposed descriptor
is simultaneously invariant to horizontal and vertical translations, to uniform scaling, to
stretching, to contrast changes and to atmospheric degradations. Compared to the existing
model [27] our APSF brings significant contributions. First, we note the convergence of
our model for any value of the optical thickness T that enables us to take into account the
whole of atmosphere types. Second, the most important characteristics of the model such
as the Mellin transform, the moments and the Fourier transform are well-known. Those
characteristics play a great role in the elaboration of other applications based on the model.
Finally, the simplicity (absence of iterative process) of the analytical expression of our
model is of great importance for future applications and approaches. For instance, it makes
possible the elaboration of real time applications. Note that our APSF model does not
consider the airlight contribution. Experimental results confirm both the accuracy of our
multiple light scattering filter and its usefulness for computer vision. Moreover experimentations using the invariant features show the robustness and the efficiency of those invariants
in the case of matching of atmospheric degraded images.
In next section, we briefly review single light scattering and multiple light scattering
phenomena and we give a synopsis of literature. In section 3, we introduce a new way of
modeling the APSF in case of multiple light scattering and we present three approaches
derived from it. Finally, experimental results are shown in section 4.
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2.2

State of the Art

Luminous rays coming from light sources and those reflected by a scene objects are
diffused by particles suspended in the participating medium. Light rays are attenuated
and get scattered in different directions due to this diffusion process [16]. Scattering and
attenuation of light rays are function of both the shape and the size of particles. Two models
of light scattering can be found in computer vision literature: single scattering and multiple
scattering. Most of existing works are based on single light scattering model and only few
works deal with multiple light scattering. In what follows we present an overview of those
two models and their applications in computer vision. Since our work concerns multiple
light scattering phenomenon, more emphasis will be put on the latter.

2.2.1

Single light scattering

In the case of single scattering, scattered light by a particle suspended in the diffusing
medium is neglected and only the portion of light which is directly transmitted toward
the viewer is taken into account (cf. Figure 2.1). This assumption is valid if the average
distance between the particles suspended in the medium is larger than their radiuses, which
is for example the case of light fog and rain [16].
Shi et al [33] proposed in 1994 a first monocular approach based on absorption and
diffusion of light through a coloured liquid for the analysis of the three-dimensional shape
of objects. The depth map of the object is extracted from a gray level image using segmentation techniques. Cozman and Krotkov [3] proposed in 1997 the first work that use
the atmospheric optics for the recovery of 3D structure of a scene from a single outdoor
image. Their approach is based on the assumption that all scene points implied in the
calculation of depths of scene objects have the same luminous intensity in a clear day.
Oakley and Satherley [28] introduced a new method for restoring the contrast of images
taken in bad weather conditions. To this end, they suppose that the reflectance properties
of the scene to be lambertian and smoothly varying (Gaussian distribution). Narasimhan
and Nayar [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] developed methods for recovering three-dimensional
structure of a scene, restoring contrasts and colors from one or two images taken under
poor weather conditions. For the implementation of these applications, the authors suggest
various constraints allowing them to exploit the single light scattering model. Among these
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Figure 2.1: Single light scattering phenomenon. The intensity of a scene point is the sum
of its attenuation and airtight intensities.

various constraints, one can note the constancy of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of
the imaging system, the uniformity of lighting conditions, etc. Schechner et al [29, 30]
presented new approaches for removing haze degradation effects on color images acquired
on sunny days using polarisation filters. Levesque and Deschenes [14] studied the effects
of single light scattering on image derivatives and contrasts. Using similar assumptions to
those in the work of Narasimhan and Nayar, they propose a new method to recover sparse
scene structure from the derivatives of two images taken under poor weather conditions.
They also introduced two new methods for the detection of the occlusion edges in weather
degraded images [15].
The use of single light scattering model can be justified in certain cases such as the
vision through mild atmosphere and in the presence of light fog, for instance. However, the
use of this model in other situations such as vision through a dense atmosphere or vision
through mild atmosphere and in the presence of dense fog, leads to erroneous results. For
this reason, it is important to consider the multiple scattering model.
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2.2.2 Multiple light scattering
In contrast to single light scattering, multiple scattering takes into account both the
portion of light which is directly transmitted towards the imaging system, and the portion
of scattered light which can then be scattered again towards the observer by other particles
suspended in the medium (cf. Figure 2.2). For instance, this phenomenon enables us to
understand the blur effects caused by vision through bad weather. The multiple scattering
of light is affected by three parameters which are the forward scattering parameter q, the
phase function of particles suspended in the medium and the optical thickness T of the
atmosphere.

Light source

Scattering

\
Scene point radiance

Scene point irradiance

\

Scattering
Distance z

Figure 2.2: Multiple light scattering phenomenon. Light rays may be scattered several
times by several particles suspended in the air. A portion of those scattered light rays
reaches the imaging system.

Forward scattering parameter
The light is scattered, as it strikes particles suspended in the medium. The angle at
which the light is scattered is a function of both the size and the shape of the particle as
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well as the wavelength and the angle of the incident light. The forward scattering parameter
q is the average of the cosine of the scattering angle. The parameter q must be between 0
and 1. When q = 0 the scattering is isotropic, i.e., the scattered luminous rays into all
possible directions have the same intensity. When 0 < q < 1, the scattering is peaked
in the forward scattering direction. The concentration of scattering in forward direction is
proportional to q, i.e., when q increases gradually from 0 to 1, the concentration becomes
increasingly strong. The forward parameter q is proportional to the density of the medium.
As will be shown in what follows, it varies between 0 and 1 to generate phase functions of
the majority of weather conditions [18]. It hence enables the identification of most of the
atmospheric conditions, as shown in Table 3.1.
0.0-0.2
Air

0.2-0.7
Aerosols

0.7-0.8
Haze

0.8-0.85
Mist

0.85-0.9
Fog

0.9-1.0
rain

Table 2.1: Correspondence table between the forward parameter q values and the weather
condition types.

Phase function
The phase function characterizes the angular distribution of a scattered light by the
particles suspended in the medium and it is expressed as a function of the forward scattering
parameter, q. There are several forms of the phase function according to both the shape
and the size of the particles [4]. The most common form is the Henyey Greenstein phase
function which is given by the following formula [13]:
, l ~ q \ „,,
(2-1)
(1 — 2q cos a + qz)i
where a is the angle between a given pair of incident and scattered light rays. It has been
shown that the Henyey Greenstein phase function is valid for various particle types [13]
and so for different media.
P(cosa)=
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Optical thickness
The optical thickness T is a dimensionless quantity which indicates the amount of depletion that a beam of radiation undergoes as it passes through a layer of the atmosphere.
The optical thickness T is given by [18]:
T = r,z,

(2.2)

where z is the scene depth and TJ is the global extinction coefficient of the atmosphere which
is defined as the fractional depletion of radiance per unit path length and it is related to the
atmospheric visibility V by the following equation [18]:
3 912

'
V = -y~-

n ^
(2-3)

We may assume that the atmosphere visibility V is known. For example, it can be estimated
by meteorologists [20]. Thus, if the optical thickness T can be computed, we can easily
deduce the depth of a source in the scene using equations (2.2) and (2.3).
The diffusion of light in participating media is often described by the radiative transfer
theory [2, 13]. In the case of spherically symmetric atmosphere, the Radiative Transport
Equation (RTE) which describes the change in flux through an infinitesimal volume is
given by [2]:
AT

^df

1 _ ,,* AT

+

~Tda
T

1

=

dfj,

~/(7>)

+

27T+1

/• V

4^7 J P(™sa)I(T^'Wd<P',

(2.4)

o -l

where I(T, /z) is the multiple scattered intensity of an isotropic point source for a given
radial direction 9, P(cosa) is the phase function of the particles suspended in the atmosphere, cos a is the cosine of the angle between the incident light in the direction (6', <f>')
and the scattered one in the direction (6>, (/>), \i — cos 9 and // = cos 9'.
As far as we know the work of Narasimhan and Nayar [27] is the first and the only one
to introduce a solution to the previous relationship and thus to exploit the multiple light
scattering phenomenon in the field of computer vision. Specifically they suggest to resolve
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equation (2.4) using the following equation:
oo

I(T, ^) = £ (9m{T) + gm+i(T)) Lm(fi),

(2.5)

m=0

where Lm{^) is the Legendre polynomial of order m, the recurrent polynomial is given by

with LoQn) — 1 a n d

-^I(M)

(2m-l)/xL m _iQu) - (m-l)L m _ 2 Gu)
m
= /•*• The functional gm(T) is given by:

,~ „

= /0e-^r~a-lnr,

(2.7)

5m(r)

with pm = Z*±i (i _ gm-i^

ftm = m

+ i and 5o (T) = 0.

Using equation (2.5) for different values of the angle 9, the resulting I(T, /z) corresponds to the APSF. It can thus be used to establish a relationship between the ideal
image I0 and the observed image IR [27]:
IR(x,y) = (I0*APSF)(x,y),

(2.8)

where * is the convolution operator.
Figure 2.3 shows various cross-section forms of the APSF obtained using equation
(2.5) with various parameter settings. These forms change according to two parameters
which are the optical thickness T and the forward scattering parameter q. The authors
mention that the suggested solution (equation (2.5)) does not, however, converge for all
values of the optical thickness T [27]. Specifically T must be greater than 1. Some real
situations may thus not be taken into account.
From this survey, its obvious that despite the usefulness of modeling the APSF in
the case of multiple light scattering, there have been only a few research works on this
topic. The majority of existing works are based on the single light scattering model. In
what follows we propose a new APSF model which is valid for any values of the optical
thickness T. As will be shown, this new model allows us to introduce new ways of dealing
with atmospheric degraded images.
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T=1.2

0.8
\
0.6-

0.4

Small Aerosols.
q-0.2

Haze, q-0.75

Haze, q-0.75
Fog. q~ 0.9

0.21

X.^

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: APSF cross-sections normalized to [0-1] for different weather conditions
and different atmosphere types using equation (2.5). (a) In the case of mild atmosphere
(T=l .2), different values of the forward parameter q generate various forms of the APSFs
which model different atmospheric conditions, (b) In the case of a highly dense atmosphere
(T=4), the different weather conditions (different values of the parameter q) generate similar (wide) shape of APSFs.

2.3 A new APSF kernel for multiple scattering and applications
As shown in previous section the APSF may take various shapes (cf. Figure 2.3). A
careful look at those shapes suggested us that the APSF could be approximated by the
generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) [1]:
I x—x
g

GGD(x;x,a,p)

=

\p

l^(p,<r)l

2Y{\ +

\)A{Play

xG

(2.9)

+oo

where T(.) is the Gamma function, i.e., (T(z) = / e ttz dt,
o
z > 0). The parameter x is the mean and p G R^ is the shape parameter which is inversely
proportional to the decreasing rate of the peak. The scale parameter A(p, a) is given by:
rYl^
r ^ 22

A(p,a)

t<r T(
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Figure 2.4 shows various shapes that can be obtained by varying the parameters p and a of
the GGD. By comparing this figure to Figure 2.3 it is clear that the GGD may produce
GGD

GGD

p=0.6

-infinity

•infinity

•infinity

Figure 2.4: Sample plots of generalized Gaussian distribution. The form of the generalized
Gaussian distribution changes according to two parameters: a and p.

shapes that are similar to those of the APSF.
In two dimensions, if the scale parameters relative to x and y are identical, the generalized Gaussian distribution will be given by:
|x-x|P+|y-y|P

GGD(x,y:x,y,aJp)

=

4T2(l + i)A(p,a)2

,x,ye

(2.11)

Let us now establish a relationship between the GGD parameters, a and p, and the
atmospheric parameters: the optical thickness T and the forward scattering parameter q.
According to Figure 2.3, we can notice that the optical thickness T determines the peak
shape of the APSF. For instance, if T is equal to 1.2 the peak of the APSF is narrow
while it is broad for T = 4. In a similar manner, the shape parameter p determines the peak
shape of the GGD. We thus propose to assume that p is proportional to T, that is:
p = kT,

ke

'+•

(2.12)

About a, by comparing Figure 2.3.a to Figure 2.4.a, we can note that the APSF produced when q ~ 1 (respectively q ~ 0) is similar to the GGD produced when a ~ 0
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(respectively a sufficiently large). Based on those observations, we propose to link a to the
forward scattering parameter q using the following relation:
1

a =

^ .

(2.13)

Q

The above relation fulfills the previously mentioned observations, that is,
lim a = lim
q^O

q-^0

= +00,

lim a = lim
g->l

q-^l

q

= 0.
q

From equations (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13), we suggest to model multiple light scattering
APSF using:
\x-barx\kT
\A(kT

^r,i,S,q,T)

= ir:{i

+

+\y-y\kT
-1)\kT

1

^;(kT^rkeK:

(2.14,

However this function is not invariant to rotation. In order to circumvent this problem, we
suggest to slightly modify the exponent as follows:
fcT
{\x-x\2 +
\y-y\2)^r
|A(*T,l^)|*r

APSF i

^ ^"'T)

=

iv^i+^AikT^r

(2 15)

'

k £ R+. If we suppose that x and y are equal to zero, the analytical expression of the
APSF will be given by:
(x2 +
\A(kT

y2)^
~1)\kT

1

APSF(z,y,q,T) = ir2{e+if);{kT^-.

(2.16)

Note that the best fitting between our APSF and the model in [18] is obtained by setting k = 0.5. The obtained APSF is a convolution filter centered at the origin (0,0). Thus,
the above assumption does not have negative impact on the obtained result. Equation (2.16)
constitutes a new way of modeling the multiple light scattering APSF which represents the
convolution kernel of atmospheric veil on images. The proposed APSF model expresses
several advantages, we can quote: First, the simplicity of its analytical expression that fa60
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cilitates its handling. Second, the APSF model converges for all possible values of the
optical thickness T that it enables us to take account of all types of the atmosphere. Third,
the most important characteristics of the APSF, such as Fourier transform and geometric
moment are well-known. Finally, the convergence time of our model makes possible the
elaboration of real time applications.
In what follows we carry out a comparative study between our APSF and the model
in [27]. For that we take 45 couples of the atmospheric parameters (optical thickness
and forward scattering parameter). For each couple we calculate the relative mean error
{RME), i.e. the mean of the relative distances between our APSF and the author's model.
Note that both APSF models are normalized between 0 and 1. The RME enables us to
measure the similarity between both APSF models. Result given in Figure.2.5 reveals that
for each couple of atmospheric parameters the registered RME between both APSFs is
lower than 0.1%. Obtained results allow us to conclude that the proposed APSF (equation
(2.16)) and the author's model (equation (2.5)) are very similar.

Optical thickness T

Forward scattering parameter q

Figure 2.5: Relative error between our APSF and Narasimhan's model.

Using the resulting filter (equation 2.16) we introduce three techniques in what follows.
The first one simulates atmospheric degradation effects on images in the case of mild atmosphere as well as in the case of dense atmosphere. The second one is a cooperative
and simultaneous estimation of atmospheric parameters, i.e., the optical thickness and the
forward scattering parameters between two images of the same scene acquired under bad
and unknown weather conditions. Finally, by combining this filter with two new sets of
invariant features we recently developed, we obtain invariant features that can be used for
the matching of atmospheric and/or geometric degraded images. Thefirstset leads to atmo61
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spheric invariant features while the second one simultaneously provides atmospheric and
geometric invariance.

2.3.1

Simulation of weather conditions

The simulation of various atmospheric conditions is straightforward once you have generated the APSF. For a given point (x, y) the resulting intensity is given by equation
(2.8). Figure 2.6 shows different samples of the APSF for different weather conditions

(a)

(e)

(i)

(b)

'

(c)

(d)

(0

(g)

(h)

(j)

(k)

(1)

Figure 2.6: APSF cross-sections. (a,e,i)- rain, (b,f,j)- fog, (c,g,k)- haze, (d,h,l)- small
aerosols. The smaller the forward parameter q, the broader the APSF graph and inversely.

and atmosphere types. They are obtained by varying the forward scattering parameter q
for T = 0.7,1.2, and 4, respectively. Recall that T = {0.7,1.2} correspond to mild atmosphere while T = 4 is a highly dense atmosphere. Note that the APSF shapes obtained
with T = 0.7 cannot be produced by the model in [27]. For any value of T, we can notice
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that the APSF which models the haze, that is q = 0.75 (images c,g,k) is broader than
the one which models the rain, q = 0.95, (images a, e, i) and narrower than the one which
models small aerosol effects, q = 0.2, (images d, h, i). Correspondances between q and
atmospheric conditions are given in Table 3.1. If we refer to research works of Narasimhan
and Nayar [27], one can note that the observed forms of the APSF are in harmony with
reality. Notice that we do not need to know the shapes of light sources in order to simulate
the weather conditions.

2.3.2

Cooperative and simultaneous estimation of visual cues

In this subsection, we propose an approach for a cooperative and simultaneous estimation of weather condition types and optical thickness between two images of the same scene
acquired under poor and unknown weather conditions. The idea behind the cooperative and
simultaneous estimation is inspired by existing research works [5, 6]. The use of only one
visual cue is insufficient for the estimation and it is essential to consider complementary
sources of information extracted from additional cues. First, let us consider the following
system of equations:
Ii = I0*APSFqi,Ti,

ie[l,2],

(2.17)

where It is the degraded image, I0 is the clear image of the scene and APSF^^ is the
APSF kernel. From the above system, we will now establish a relationship between the
two degraded images. To this end, let us first apply the Fourier transform (Jr(-)) to the
above system:
f
T(h)=F(Io)T(APSFgitTl),
\
F(I2)=F(I0)T(APSFq2,T2).
By taking the ratio of the two above equations, we obtain:
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We now need to compute the ratio of the Fourier transforms of the APSFs, in [8] it was
demonstrated that T{APSFa^) is given by:
HAPSF^T)

=

2A(kT, a
^ r

n

E H

^

r

( ^ ) ^

+v2TAma
(2.19)

where a — —-, as previously stated.
In [8] it is shown that the analytical expression in equation (2.20) is a valid approximation for Fourier transform of our model T{APSFa,T) (equation 3.22). That is to say that
the approximation error is negligible.
F(APSFa,T){u,

v) ~ e

i^~(tt

+v)

^.

(2.20)

This approximation of the Fourier transform of the APSF can be easily mapped with
Fourier transforms of three particular Point Spread Functions (PSFs). The first one is the
Fourier transform of a PSF of atmospheric turbulence which is used in remote sensing
and astronomy, and which is expressed as [12]:
F{PSFl){u,v)=e-<u2+v2^,

•

(2.21)

where c is a parameter which depends on the type of the turbulence and is usually found
experimentally. The power | models a specific type of atmosphere, (i.e., mild or dense).
Equations (2.20) and (2.21) are equivalent when,

{

ML
2

=

5

6'

2kT

C —

The second one is the Fourier transform of a PSF of particular atmospheric degradations
which is given by [10, 35]:
Jr(PSF2)(u,v)

= e~3A4{^^]
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where A is the mean wavelength of observation, r0 is the Fried's parameter' and a is the
power index which identifies the type of the observation. Equations (2.20) and (2.22) are
equivalent when,

{

kT ~ a,
2

.

-

r0

•

The third one is the Fourier transform of the standard Gaussian distribution (SGD), a
well-known PSF for blurring effects,
v) = e~^{u2+v2\

T{PSF3}(u,

(2.23)

It can be shown that equation (2.20) is equivalent to equation (2.23) if kT = 2.
For all of those three PSFs both the shape parameter and the scale parameter can be
mapped onto the shape and scale parameters of our approximation (equation (2.20)). Our
approximation can thus be seen as a generalization of those existing PSFs. In other words,
the proposed APSF allows to represent a wider range of visual degradations.
Using equation (2.20), we can now estimate the ratio in equation (2.18) as follows:
A(kT2.<">)kT2

I 2 ,

2 ^ ^

e —

...fcrjr—(«2+«2)

g

2**J1

2

Let us now assume that Ti = T2 = T. This supposition is based on the fact that for
any given optical thickness the forward scattering parameter value, which is related to the
weather conditions, determines the size of the support of the filter but is not a function
of the optical thickness T. Thus various values of q produce different filter sizes which
can be associated to atmospheric conditions. Experimentations have confirmed that this
assumption does not have negative impact on the identification of weather conditions between degraded images. Additionally, referring to the Weather and Illumination Database
(WILD)2 and the associated ground truth, one can note that different images of the same
1. Fried parameter is the parameter describing the quality of a wave that is propagated through atmospheric turbulence.
2. WILD is a data base of high quality images of outdoor scene elaborated by Narasimhan and Nayar
research group.
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scene acquired under different weather conditions may reveals the same optical thickness.
We hence obtain:
• F ( / 2 ) . ^ F{h)e-{

~
=>I2(x,y)

^

^

i_)(uW)^

T{h)T{APSF^T){u,v),
(h*APSF<T.f),T)(x,y).

(2.24)

Thus, for a given density of particles, the two degraded images 1\ and I2 are related by the
APSFaptT with,
„kT
a

0

kT

=a2

,r.

kT

-

a

i

•

OJ-x

(2.25)

The particular case, kT = 2 corresponds to the difference between two blurred images
under the assumption of a Gaussian PSF.
Based on the relationship between Ix, I2 and the APSFapiT, we can now propose a
method for the estimation of the parameter ap using the Mellin transform of the APSFai3yT
as well as the Mellin transforms of the two degraded images I\ and I2.
The Mellin transform of a function f(x, y), is defined as follows:
+oo +oo

M(f(x,y))(s,v)

= J J xs-1yv-1f(x,y)dxdy,
0

(2.26)

0

x,y G R + , s,v G C. Similar to the convolutional property of Laplace and Fourier
transforms, the Mellin transform of the convolution of two functions / and I, can be obtained as follows (cf. Appendix 2.6.1):
M(f*Mell)(s,v)=M(f)(s,v)M(l)(s,v),

(2.27)

where *Mei is the Mellin convolution operator. Thus, the Mellin transform of the convolution product of two functions is simply the product of Mellin transforms of those functions.
Note that it has been proven that Mellin convolution and ordinary convolution are equivalent (cf. Appendix 2.6.2). Let us consider the functions g, f and I related by the following
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relationship, g(x,y) = (f*l)(x, y), in which * is the ordinary convolution operator. Mellin
transform of the function g, can thus be obtained as follows3:
M(g) =M(f*l)

= M(f)M(l).

(2.28)

Using equations (2.24) and (2.28), we can show that:
M(I2(x',y'))(s,v)

~

M(h(x',y'))(s,v)M(APSF^T(x',y'))(s,v),
M(h(x', y'))(s, v)T(^ms)
8OT 2 (1 + ^ )

A(kT,
a0y+^T{\v)
l
n 2(s + v))
(2.29)

where x' = x — Ij,y' = y — !f and m is the filter size. Note that since the proposed APSF
is centered at the origin (0,0), we simply apply a spatial shift equivalent to the half of the
filter size to both the image and the filter. The calculation of the Mellin transform of the
APSF is presented in Appendix 2.6.3. In order to simplify notation let us omit (x, y) in
what follows. By selecting arbitrary values for s and v, we can now determine the value of
o@. For example, if we set s = 3 and v = 1, we obtain:

•M(/2)(3'1)

-

=> <7g

~

1 6 O T ( ^ ) P ( 1 + SL) *<»
-A^(J 2 )(3,l)16fc7T(^)r 2 (l + ^ ;
A4(/i)(3,i)r(^)r(^)7r

(2.30)

where _M(ii)(3,1) can be computed using equation (2.26).
Once a/3 is calculated, we can easily identify the atmospheric condition types between
two images of the same scene acquired under different and unknown weather conditions.
From equation (2.8) and by analogy to equation (2.30), we have:
Oi

=

M/i)(3,i)i6fcrr(-!0r2(i + ^)
Ai(j0)(3,i)r(^)r(^)7r

3. See Appendices 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 for the demonstration.
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Using equation (2.25), we obtain:
rrkT

a0

rM(I2)(3,l)l6kTT(±)T\l
+ ±)- [
^(/ 0 )(3,i)r(^)r(^)7r
J
-

kT
2

0"2

r^(/1)(3,i)i6fcrr(^)r2(i + ^)i
I M(I0)$,m±)r(±)n
\

kT
2

(2.32)

Let us pose k — \. This value allows a perfect mapping between the peak shape of our
APSF model and the one of Narasimhan and Nayar [27]. The optical thickness T can take'
any value belonging to the interval [0..4]. Recall that the value of T does not influence the
estimate of q. Hence, A4(J0)(3,1) is the only unknown in equation (2.32). We may thus
compute the values ai7 i £ {1,2} using equation 2.31.
It then allows us to identify the atmospheric conditions of the two images I\ and I2 using
equation (2.13) and Table 3.1. The latter presents the correspondence between the forward
scattering parameter values q and the weather degradation types. Once the parameters o\
and <r2 are calculated and the weather condition types are identified. The next step consists
in retrieving the optical thickness value of each image. For this purpose let us consider
equation (2.17). Applying Mellin transform to this equation, we obtain:
M(Ii)(s,v)

= M(I0)(s,v)M(APSFat,Ti)(s,v),

i e [1..2].

(2.33)

In equation (2.33) for a given pair (s,v), the only unknown parameter is the optical
thickness Tj since Oi and M.(IQ) can be calculated using the above technique. Notice that
we are not estimating the Difference in Optical Thicknesses DOT but rather the actual
atmospheric parameter values. Thus, the proposed method allows us both to identify the
weather conditions and to approximate the optical thickness values between two images of
the same scene imaged under unknown atmospheric conditions.

2.3.3 Restoration of weather degraded images
Once the atmospheric parameters are estimated, the next step consists in the restoration
of weather degraded images. Note that the restoration process deals only with one weather
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degraded image having a well-known metadata (optical thickness and forward parameter).
First, lets recall that a weather degraded image Ideg is the result of the convolution product
of the original image Iori and the considered APSF:
keg = 1^ * APSFq,T.

(2.34)

Applying Fourier transform to equation (2.34), we obtain:
T{hea) = Hlon)HAPSFq,T).

(2.35)

The original image is thus restored using:
T~x

F{Ideg)

iF(APSFq,T)

(2.36)

with T~x denote the inverse Fourier transform.

2.3.4

New invariants to weather degraded images

In [17] we have introduced two new classes of invariant features. The first class includes
two subclasses of radiometric features. The first one is based on Mellin transform and the
second one is based on central moments. Both descriptors are simultaneously invariant
to contrast changes and to convolution. The second class contains combined radiometricgeometric features based on central moments. The proposed feature is invariant simultaneously to horizontal and vertical translations, to uniform scaling, to stretching, to contrast
changes and to convolution. By combining those invariant features to the proposed APSF
filter it can be shown that we obtain features that are invariant to atmospheric degradations
and/or to geometric distortions. The resulting invariant features are:
Invariant to weather degradations and to contrast changes
kf(*>v)(s, v) = ™y}*,y)}S8,Vl
= k^*APSF^y\s,
v),
(2.37)
M(f(x,y))(v,s)
where v G R+ is the contrast change factor and Ai(.)(s, v) is the Mellin transform of
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order (s, v). Consequently, kl2(s, v) = k1* (s, v) = kIo(s, v).
Invariant to weather degradations, to contrast changes and to translations

l-Lvs

a, b e Z, x, y € K + and fi^Jf^ is the (s + v)th order central moment of a function f(x, y)
and v g i?+ is the contrast change parameter. Note that a and b denote horizontal and
vertical translations. It results that, Pl2(s, v) = PTl (s, v) = PIo(s, v).
Invariant to weather degradations and to geometric transformations

^ ' '

,.f(x,y)
[Ivs

nf(x,y)
/V|-l,iM-l

= Buif*APSF)^x'y))(s,v).

(2.39)

Consequently, Bl2(s, v) = Blx (s, v) = BIo(s, v). Note that, r denotes geometric transformations (horizontal and vertical translations, uniform scaling and stretching), i.e. T(X, y) =
LO(5X + a,y + b). ui denotes the uniform scaling factor and 6 denotes the stretching parameter.
Further details about the demonstrations of the invariant features can be found in [17].

2.4 Experimental results
In this section, we present results related to all of the proposed techniques: 1- simulation of weather condition effects on images, 2- cooperative and simultaneous estimation
of atmospheric parameters between two weather degraded images, 3- matching of atmospheric degraded images based on invariant features.
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2.4.1

Weather condition rendering

Figure 2.7 shows simulation results obtained using our APSF kernel and the one of
Narasimhan and Nayar [27]. In both sets of simulations, we set the optical thickness T to

(f)

(h)

(g)

(i)

Figure 2.7: a- original image, b-e: simulation of different weather conditions using our
model, b- rain (q = 0.95), c- fog (q — 0.9), d- haze (q = 0.75), e- small aerosols (q = 0.2).
f-i: the same simulation using Narasimhan and Nayar modeling [27]: f- rain (q = 0.95), gfog (q = 0.9), h- haze (q = 0.75), i- small aerosols (q — 0.2).
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1.2 and we varied the forward scattering parameter q from 0.2 to 0.95 to generate some
atmospheric conditions types. We notice that glow effect in image (c) is more significant
than the one of image (b) and less important than the one of image (e). Since the appearance
of glow around light sources reveals the type of weather condition under which the image
is taken, we may conclude that observations correspond to the reality.
In addition to the judgement of human eye (that reveals a high degree of similarity between correspondence images), we made comparisons between generated results using our
model and the one of Narasimhan and Nayar [27]. For this purpose we use the Normalized
Mean Error (NME) as a measure of distance between the two images I\ and I2:
NME(Iuh) = —

£

£(|/i(*i,%) " h{xuyi)\),

(2.40)

where W and H are the width and height of the images, respectively. In Table 2.2, we
Images
NME

(b-f)
0.000011

(c-g)
0.000113

(d-h)
0.000011

(e-i)
0.000040

Table 2.2: Mathematical measure for comparaison between images of Figure 2.7.

notice that for each pair of images the numerical value of the NME is very close to zero.
Obtained results thus reveal a high degree of proximity between the images.
Figure 2.8 shows simulation results obtained using our APSF kernel and the one of
Narasimhan and Nayar [27]. In both sets of simulations we set the scattering parameter q
to 0.75 and we varied T from 0.8 to 2 to generate the same atmospheric condition (haze)
under different types of atmosphere. The NME related to the image pairs (c,f) and (d,g) are
respectively 0.000049 and 0.000038. These results allow us to conclude that our approach,
which is based on a probability distribution, provides accurate results for any values of T,
even for values less or equal to 1.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2.8: a- original image. Second row: Simulation of the glow around a spiral lamp
in hazy conditions using our APSF kernel: b- T = 0.8, c- T = 1.2, d- T = 2. Third row,
the same simulation using Narasimhan and Nayar modeling [27]: e- T = 0.8, f- T = 1.2,
g- T = 2.

Simulation results in the case of highly dense atmosphere are shown in Figure 2.9.
According to these images, we can notice that results obtained under different weather
condition simulations are almost the same. Recall that, in the case of a highly dense atmosphere, the weather condition effects on images are negligible and appearances of the
same scene imaged under different atmospheric condition types are almost identical. One
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can conclude that these results are in perfect harmony with reality.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2.9: Simulation of a glow around lamp in the case of highly dense atmosphere
(T=4). a- clear image of the scene, b- rain, c- fog, d- haze, e- small aerosols. Due to an
assumption of highly dense atmosphere, the simulation results are almost the same.

Obtained results confirm that our APSF model is an effective solution to the radiative
transport equation (cf. equation (2.4)). Our APSF is an alternative solution to the model
proposed by Narasimhan and Nayar [27]. This new solution provides several advantages,
we can quote its convergence for all values of the optical thickness, that enables the consideration of all atmospheric conditions. The simplicity of its analytical expression (based
on a non-iterative process) allows the elaboration of real time applications (simulation,
restoration, etc). The well-known characteristics of our APSF are of a great utility for the
elaboration of new approaches and techniques.
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2.4.2

Cooperative and simultaneous estimation of visual cues

Our technique for a cooperative and simultaneous estimation of atmospheric parameters
provides a significant intermediate result which is the relationship between atmospheric
degraded images. Let us thus first present results in that sense.
Relationship between atmospheric degraded images
Let us show that the simulation of given weather conditions may be done from a clear
image but also from another degraded images using the proposed APSF. For instance, a
hazy image can be generated from a clear image but also from a rainy image. Figure 2.10
shows an example. Figure 2.10.a represents a clear lamp and Figure 2.10.b a lamp under
rainy conditions obtained by applying a convolution kernel to the clear image using the
APSFT=i.2,a1=o.05- Figure 2.10.C represents a lamp obtained using a convolution product
between a clear image and the APSFT=i.2,a2=o-33> that is under hazy conditions. Figure
2.10.d presents a hazy image obtained by applying a convolution kernel (APSFi.2,0-3=0.17)
on a lamp under rainy conditions (Figure 2.10.b). The parameter erg is obtained using
equation (2.25), knowing that the forward scattering parameter values which model the
effects of rain and haze on images are respectively 0.95 and 0.75.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.10: Relationship between atmospheric degraded images, a- clear image of the
scene, b- rainy image, c- first hazy image, d- second hazy image, the parameters of the
used APSFT>ap are T = 1.2 and a0 = {of - a'f)^ = (0.33^ - 0 . 0 5 ^ ) 0 .
From these experimental results, we can notice that both hazy images (Figure 2.10.C
and Figure 2.10.d) are almost identical. In addition to the visual interpretation between
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images (c) and (d), we made a comparison between both images using equation (3.12).
Recall that the value of the normalized mean error per pixel reveals the similarity degree
between two images (i.e. the closer the value is to zero, the more similar are the images).
In our case, the NME between images (c) and (d) is equal to 0.000023, that enables us
to conclude that the two images are very similar. Obtained results allow us to validate the
established relationship between degraded images.
Cooperative and simultaneous estimation of atmospheric parameters
To validate the technique for a cooperative and simultaneous estimation of atmospheric
parameters, we apply it to several pairs of real images of the same scene extracted from the
"WILD" (cf. Figure. 2.11), we then estimate q and T. Ground truth of real images is given
in Table 2.3.

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2.11: Real Images extracted from "WILD".

In Table 2.4, we notice that estimated values of the forward parameter q belong to the
right intervals (cf. Table 3.1), i.e., the identification of weather condition types between
real images was made successfully. In Table 2.4 - line 4, estimated values of the optical
thickness T are obtained as described in section 2.3.2. In order to show the accuracy of
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Image
Visibility (miles)
weather condition

(a)
10
rain

(b)
6
mist

(c)
5
mist

(d)
4
mist

(e)
4
haze

Table 2.3: Ground truth of real images extracted from the "WILD".
Image
Estimated q
weather
Estimated T
Relative T

(a)
0.96
rain
1.08
1.17

(b)
0.82
mist
1.71
1.95

(c)
0.82
mist
2.09
2.34

(d)
0.80
mist
2.76
2.93

(e)
0.73
haze
2.62
2.93

Table 2.4: Results of the cooperative and simultaneous estimation of visual cues.
the estimated values, we calculate the relative values of T (Table 2.4 - line 5). The latters
are obtained using equations (2.2) and (2.3), and the estimated ground truth from "WILD",
more specifically the relative depth of the scene z. In WILD the depth of scene points can
reach up to about 3 miles. If we set the relative distance z to this distance, we obtain the
results shown in Table 2.4 - line 5. Comparisons between relative values and estimated
values of the optical thickness reveal a high degree of accuracy.
In this subsection we are dealing with real images with known ground truth data. Since
the cooperative and simultaneous estimation of atmospheric parameters provides good results, that enables us to conclude that our APSF is a good modeling of the atmospheric
veil on images. Note that the main goal from this experiment is the validation of our APSF
relevance and not the estimation of atmospheric parameters in order to restore the original
scene image from two degraded ones.

2.4.3

Restoration of weather degraded images

In this subsection we show the experimental result of the restauration process of real
weather degraded image (cf. Figure 2.12.(a)). Note that image (a) is taken though misty
condition. Experimental result (cf. Figure 2.12.(b)) reveals that the restoration process is
done successfully (using equation (2.36)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12: Restauration of weather degraded image, a- misty image, b- deweathered
image.

2.4.4 Matching of images based on invariant features
In this subsection, we test the efficiency of the proposed invariant features. We first
present tests on weather degraded invariant features, and then tests based on combined
features, i.e., features which are invariant to both weather degradations and geometric distortions.
Weather degradations
Mellin transform based invariant features: With an aim of testing the efficiency of
the Mellin-transform based invariant feature k(s,v) (equation (2.37)) in matching of atmospheric degraded images we apply it to images of Figure 2.13. The descriptor k(s,v)
is tested for various orders (s, v) in order to show its invariance to weather degradations.
Experimental results are given in Table 2.5.
Results in Table 2.5 show that for arbitrary order (s, v) the numerical values obtained by
applying the feature K(s, v) to the original image (a) and to its weather degraded versions
(images (d,e,f,g)) are almost identical while they are different from numerical values of
foreign images (6, c).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2.13: a- original image, b- foreign image, c- hazy version of foreign image, d- rain,
e- fog, f- haze, g- small aerosols .
jfc(9,2)
Image (a) 1.818
Image (b> 4.762
Image (c) 4.845
Image (d) 1.628
Image (e) 1.561
Image (f) 1.506
Image (g) 1.496

fc(3,11) fc(6,9) fc(14,2) fc(5,13)
0.460
0.750
3.614
0.423
0.145
0.465
18.31
0.121
0.151
0.432
17.95
0.119
0.532
0.800
2.891
0.511
0.565
0.815
2.568
0.548
0.593
0.826
2.331
0.576
0.594
0.818
2.264
0.564

Table 2.5: Results of the application of the invariant feature k(s,v) to images of Figure
2.13.
The following experiment is devoted to the recognition of real weather degraded images. For that we apply the invariant feature K(s, v) to images in Figure 2.14.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 2.14: a,b- foreign images, c- rainy image, d- misty image.

Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)

fc(3,15) fc(l,13)
33.10
27.25
2.666
2.614
142.2
150.7
143.7
151.9

£(4,9)
4.343
1.274
7.862
7.721

fc(17,5) £(9,13)
0.028
3.310
0.298
1.551
0.007
5.215
0.006
5.211

Table 2.6: Results of the application of the invariant feature k(s, v) to images of Figure 2.14.
The invariance of the feature k(s, v) to weather degradations is confirmed.
Invariant feature based on central moments: In this subsection, we apply the invariant feature P(s,v) to images of Figure 2.15. Recall that, the proposed feature P(s,v)
is invariant simultaneously to atmospheric degradations, to contrast changes as well as to
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translations.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.15: First row: a- original lamp, b- foreign image. Second row: translated and
atmospheric degraded images, c- rainy image, d- foggy image, e- hazy image, f- image
through small aerosols.

In Table 2.7, one can notice that for any order (s, v) the numerical values of the invariant
feature P(s, v) relative to the original image (a) and to its translated and weather degraded
versions (images (c,d,e,f)) are almost identical but are different from the numerical value
relative to the foreign image (b), as expected. The invariance of the feature P(s, v) to
weather degradations as well as to vertical and horizontal translations is confirmed.

Lamp (a)
Lamp (b)
Lamp (c)
Lamp (d)
Lamp (e)
Lamp (f)

P(4,3)
0.265
1.866
0.259
0.294
0.386
0.425

P(4,1)
0.089
8.312
0.097
0.095
0.088
0.080

P(8,2)
2.266
7.340
2.229
2.085
2.002
1.850

P(6,5)
0.281
1.273
0.291
0.254
0.244
0.227

P(12,3)
1.327
20.93
1.237
1.523
1.586
1.653

Table 2.7: Results of the application of the invariant descriptor P(s, v) to images of Figure
2.15.
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Combined invariant features
In this experimentation we apply the combined descriptor B(s, v) to the clear image
(a), to the foreign image (d) and to geometric transformed and atmospheric degraded ones
(images (b,c)). Recall that, geometric transformation includes vertical and horizontal translations, uniform scaling and stretching. In Table 2.8, for a given order (s, v), the numerical

•

^^T"

(a)

~^^^H

^^t

(b)

_^^^|

^^Bi&.: .^ys^^l

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.16: a- original image, b- geometric transformed and atmospheric degraded image
(rain effect), c- geometric transformed and weather degraded image (haze effect), d- foreign
image.

values of the invariant feature B(s,v) relative to the original image (a) and to its degraded
versions (images (b,c)) are almost identical while they are different from the numerical
value relative to the foreign image (d). Those experimentation results, allow us to conclude that the combined feature B(s, v) is very effective in mapping between geometric
transformed and weather degraded images.

Image (a)
Image (b)
Image (c)
Image (d)

£(9,2)
2.067
2.673
2.668
0.036

5(4,2)
1.276
1.277
1.305
0.670

B(2,13)
0.556
0.429
0.431
13.03

75(8,3)
0.400
0.374
0.372
3.721

B(l,-9)
2.192
2.101
2.196
-1.088

Table 2.8: Test results of the combined invariant B(s, v) applied to images of Figure 2.16.
All of those experiments confirm that the proposed features have a high discriminant
power in matching of geometric transformed and atmospheric degraded images.
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2.5

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new multiple light scattering model inspired by the generalized Gaussian distribution. From this model we derived an analytical expression of the
APSF and we propose a new convolution kernel. This new model is characterized by the
following properties: First, it converges for all the optical thickness values. Second, the
most important characteristics of the kernel, such as, Fourier transform and geometric moments are well-known. Finally, the simplified analytical expression of the kernel opens the
door to new approaches and applications. Using this APSF we demonstrate his usefulness in four practical situations. The first is the simulation of different weather conditions
on images. The second one is a cooperative and simultaneous estimation of visual cues
between two images of the same scene acquired under poor and different weather conditions. For this purpose, we established a new relationship between degraded images based
on both Mellin transforms (respectively on Fourier transforms) of two degraded images
and Mellin transform (respectively Fourier transform) of the APSF. The third one is the
matching between weather degraded images based on two new classes of invariant features.
The first class includes invariants to atmospheric degradations and to contrast changes. The
second class contains combined invariant features i.e., invariants to weather degradations
and geometric transformations. The last one is the restoration of weather degraded images
using convolution process. All of the experiments show both the accuracy of the proposed
APSF kernel and its usefulness is confirmed by the results obtained from the three proposed techniques. Further work will deal with an extension of this APSF to color change
due to scattering.
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2.6 Appendices
2.6.1 Appendix A
Mellin convolution theorem: Let / and I be two functions defined and integrable on the
positive reals, the Mellin transform of the Mellin convolution product of / and I is given
by [9]:

+oo

+oo

s 1

M((f*Mell)(x))(S) = J X - J
0

= jjf
0

jx^lQdxdL
0

/ 7(*)
— /
0

=

f(t)l(j)jdx,

0

(tx)s-H(x)tdxdt,

0

/ ts^f(t)dt J xs~H{x)dx,
0

0

= M{f{x)){s)M(l(x)){s).

(2.41)

with, *Mei denotes the Mellin convolution product. Note that, in two dimensions the
above mentioned property is valid.

2.6.2 Appendix B
Relationship between Mellin convolution and ordinary convolution: Let g, f and I be
three functions defined and integrable on the reals, the ordinary convolution product of /
with I is given by:
+oo

g(x) = (f * l)(x) = f /(a: - t)l(t)dt.
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By carrying out the following change of variables x = ln(x') and t = ln(i'), we obtain:
(goln)(x')

= ( / * 0(111(0;')),

,^dt'
//(ln(^)-ln(t/))Kln(t'))y,
o

=
2.6.3

/(/°ln)(^)(/oln)(Oy,
o
((/oln)*Me;(/°ln))(x').

(2-43)

Appendix C

Mellin transform of the APSF:
where m is the filter size.

Mellin transform of the APSF centered at (f, f ) ,

+oo +oo

M(APSF(x,y))(s,v)

=

f

xs~1yv-1APSF(x,y)dxdy,

f

0 0
+oo +oo

r

„S-lyV-l

r

x"

Jo oJ 4P(l + i)A(feT,^)a
9

9

^

lA{kT )]kT

x e

^

dxdy,

4P(l + ^ ) A ( f c T , ^
+ 00 +00

x

J J
0

kT
(x2 + y2)^~
s l v l
kT kT

x - y - e~^ ^ dxdyi

0

Using the following change of variables, x = r cos(#) and y — r sin(#), we obtain:
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+ 0 0 "T 2

4P(i + i U A ( f c r , ^ / / r " ' c ° s ' " ^ "
x s i. n" - ^' / f^l Ue

!A(feT
)!
!A(feT.±^Z)|M\

- * * rdrdfl,
+00

1
+1 2
X

[ cos*-1 (6) sin^1 (9)d9,
0

4T*(1 + ^)A(feT, ^ )

2

x.M(e

lAikT )ikT

^

)(s
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5)r(k
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1

X T l rv( ( ^ ) kT fcT
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;

2r(|( 5 + w ) ) '
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Chapter 3
Un nouveau modele polychromatique
pour la vision a travers les milieux
participants
Resume
La vision a travers les milieux participants est un important theme de recherche
dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur. La modelisation de l'interaction
de la lumiere avec les milieux participants permettra 1' elaboration d'une multitude d'applications dans differents domaines, entre autre, la navigation, la photographic et la videographie sous-marine, la simulation du trafic routier/aerien,
la simulation du brouillard et de la buee dans les jeux videos, etc. A ce jour,
relativement peu de travaux se sont consacres a ce domaine de recherche [3, 14,
15, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31]. La majorite de ces travaux
de recherche sont bases sur le concept de la dispersion simple de la lumiere et
seulement deux travaux ont exploite le concept de la dispersion multiple de la
lumiere [18, 25]. Ces deux derniers se sont interesses a la modelisation de la
dispersion multiple de la lumiere a travers 1'atmosphere sous la contrainte de la
vision nocturne. Les deux modeles presentes dans [18, 25], prennent seulement
en consideration les contributions des intensites dues aux points de la scene. En
realite, la couleur enregistree d'un point de la scene par un systeme de formation
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d'image est le fruit de deux contributions differentes et complementaires. La
premiere est due a l'attenuation de l'intensite lumineuse d'un point de la scene a
travers le milieu et la deuxieme contribution est due a la lumiere ambiante. Ainsi,
une modelisation realiste devra prendre en consideration ces deux contributions.
Pour notre part, nous presentons dans les pages qui suivent un article intitule
Polychromatic model for vision through participating media: applications
to imaging through atmosphere, glass, water and lens dans lequel nous introduisons un nouveau modele pour la vision a travers les milieux participants, plus
specifiquement, a travers 1'atmosphere, l'eau, le verre et la lentille. Ce nouveau
modele est inspire par le filtre introduit dans le deuxieme chapitre. II prend en
consideration les deux phenomenes de base impliques dans la vision a travers
ces milieux participants, a savoir, la contribution de la lumiere ambiante et la
contribution due a l'attenuation des intensites des points de la scene. A partir
de ce modele generique, nous derivons quatre applications destinees a la modelisation de la vision a travers quatre milieux specifiques: 1'atmosphere, l'eau,
le verre et la lentille. Pour chaque milieu participant, les parametres du modele
generique sont mis en correspondance avec ses facteurs physiques afin de deliver
1'application specifique appropriee. En se basant sur ces quatre applications specifiques nous proposons deux ensembles d'experimentations. Le premier est destine a la simulation realiste de la vision a travers 1'atmosphere, l'eau, le verre et la
lentille. Le deuxieme ensemble est consacre a la restauration des versions originales d'images de scenes prises a travers ces differents milieux. L'ensemble des
resultats obtenus nous permettent de valider les applications specifiques ainsi que
le modele generique.
L'article qui suit est soumis a IEEE Transactions on Image Processing.
Cet article fut redige sous la direction du professeur Francois Deschenes. En
tant que premier auteur, ma contribution a ce travail fut l'essentiel de la recherche
sur l'etat de l'art, le developpement de la methode, l'execution des tests de performance et la redaction de 1'article. Le professeur Francois Deschenes, second
auteur, a fourni l'idee originale. II a aide a la recherche sur l'etat de l'art et au
developpement de la methode ainsi qu'a la revision de l'article.
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Abstract
In computer vision, the majority of research works covering the subject of vision through participating media are based on the concept of single scattering of
light rays. However, this scattering model is known to be limited in practice, that
is to say it is restrained to a few specific types of medium and ambient conditions.
Making use of those works is thus not appropriate for many applications such as,
estimating depth cues in outdoor scenes, underwater vision and vision through
misty glass. Only few works deal with multiple scattering and they do so under
restrictive constraints. In this paper we introduce a new polychromatic model
for vision through participating media. This model involves two basic concepts,
namely attenuation and ambient illumination. The resulting model can be applied
to a wide range of media. For instance, it can be devoted to the modeling of atmospheric vision, underwater vision, vision through misty glass and vision through
a lens. We show that it can be used to accurately restore the original versions of
degraded images taken through those participating media. Experimental results
confirm that the proposed model is both in good agreement with the theory, and
useful in practice.
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3.1 Introduction
In computer vision we are often dealing with images taken through participating media,
more specifically through atmosphere, glass, and water. Those images reveal different
visual effects caused, on the one hand, by the interaction of luminous rays reflected by
scene points with particles suspended in the diffusing medium, and on the other hand,
by the contribution of ambient illumination. For instance, we can quote the effects of
glow around light sources of a scene imaged through bad weather condition, the defocused
effect caused by vision through water (cf. Figure.3.1), etc. One important challenge is the

Figure 3.1: Real image taken through clear water. The observed blur effect and the observed glow around the pottery are due to the multiple light scattering phenomenon.

modeling of vision through participating media. During the last two decades, there was
a growth of interests in this research field. Existing works can be classified in two great
families, those based on single scattering of light [2,5,6,10,17,20, 21,22] and those based
on the concept of multiple scattering of light but under restrictive constraints [12, 18]. The
single scattering means that scattered light cannot be dispersed again towards the imaging
system and only the directly transmitted light is taken into account (cf. Figure. 3.2). This
definition is valid, if the optical depth and/or the albedo are small [11]. However, this
constraint is difficult to satisfy in practice [11] and may lead to erroneous results. For this
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Figure 3.2: Single light scattering phenomenon. The intensity of a scene point is the sum
of its attenuation and ambient illumination intensities.

reason, it is necessary to take into account the multiple scattering phenomenon which takes
place when the incident light rays get scattered several times and reach the imaging system
from several directions (cf. Figure. 3.3). Note that multiple scattering takes into account
the majority of particle types (size, shape, concentration, etc). Thanks to this phenomenon,
we can explain why the sky is blue, what makes the sunset red and we can justify the
appearance of a scene imaged through water as well as several other observations [15].
In this paper, we introduce a new polychromatic model for the modeling of vision
through participating media. The proposed model is based on the multiple scattering of
light which is inspired by a kernel developed by Metari and Deschenes [12]. The proposed
polychromatic model (PM) can be used for a wide variety of applications namely, atmospheric vision, underwater vision, vision through misty glass and vision through a lens. For
each type of application, the parameters of the generic PM are mapped onto the physical
factors of the considered medium. We are hence able to accurately simulate vision through
different media and we accurately restore the original versions of degraded images taken
through participating media. Experimental results confirm both the accuracy of our polychromatic model and its usefulness for computer vision. For instance, it can be applied
in several application domains such as, the virtual air/road/underwater traffic simulation,
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Figure 3.3: Multiple light scattering phenomenon. Light rays may be scattered several
times by several particles suspended in the medium. A portion of those scattered light rays
reaches the imaging system.

video games, 3D animations, etc. Note that our PM can be used to model vision through
other participating media, such as tissue,fluids,etc.
In next section, we introduce the polychromatic model. In section 3, we show how
to derive applications driven models from the generic one. In section 4, we present two
applications based on the specific models. The first one is devoted to simulation of vision
through different participating media. The second application deals with the restoration
of original versions of degraded images taken through atmosphere, misty glass, lens and
water. Finally, conclusion is given in section 5.

3.2 Vision through participating media - Polychromatic
model
Vision through participating media is an important research area in the domain of computer vision. Different media can be considered, we can quote, the atmosphere, misty glass,
lens and water. The modeling of vision through participating media is closely related to
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modeling the interactions of light with particles suspended in these media. In the literature,
most research works dealing with this topic are based on the concept of single scattering
of light, and only few works are based on the concept of multiple scattering of light but
under restrictive constraints. Knowing that single scattering models are very restrictive in
practice, it is inevitable to call upon the concept of multiple scattering of light. In imaging
through participating media, the recorded intensity of a scene point can be seen as the sum
of two different intensities originating from the attenuation of a light beam reflected by a
scene point and the contribution of environmental illumination [14]. We start by describing
the attenuation model.

3.2.1 Attenuation model
The component Iatt of the intensity of a scene point due to the attenuation phenomenon
through a participating medium is the fruit of the following process: First, the incident light
beam <&(A) interacts with the reflectance properties p(A) of a scene point and gets reflected.
The reflected light beam will be conveyed towards the imaging system. During this travel, it
interacts with the medium particles. During this interaction, a physical phenomenon occurs,
namely the multiple scattering of light beam by the particles suspended in the medium [8].
The multiple scattering phenomenon has as effect, the attenuation of the incident light
beam. Once the scattered light beam reaches the imaging system, the recorded intensity is
the one of the scene point due to attenuation phenomenon. If we refer to [12] and [18] the
multiple scattering of a light beam through a participating medium can be modelled by the
convolution product of this light beam with the considered Point Spread Function PSF.
The above mentioned process is expressed by the following formula:
htt = / *(A)p(A)/(A) * PSF(v(\),p)d\,

(3.1)

where A is the wavelength of incident light, /(A) is the chromatic filter which allows us
to deal separately with colors, p is a parameter function of the scene depth z, 77(A) =
a(A) + /3(A) is the attenuation parameter, where a(X) is the absorption coefficient and
/3(A) is the scattering coefficient of the diffusion medium, and PSF(rj(X),p) is the multiple
scattering model. Note that, the extinction factor 77(A) is the gradual loss in intensity of any
kind of flux through a medium.
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Hence, the radiance of an object point right in front of the observer (p ~ 0) is given by:
htt = j $(A)p(A)/(A)dA = Idear,

(3.2)

« A

as \im PSF(r)(X),p) ~ 8 and the Dirac distribution 8 is the neutral element of the convolution operator. Idear denotes the irradiance of scene point in the absence of medium
attenuation.

3.2.2

Ambient illumination model

The multiple scattering of ambient illumination with particles suspended in the diffusing medium contributes to the apparent intensity of scene points. The contribution of
ambient illumination Iami, is the result of the difference between its original value and the
attenuated one along the line of sight (LOS) [14]. Note that the ambient illumination can
have as origin a natural light source such as the sun or an artificial light source such as a
lamp. The recorded intensity due to ambient illumination along the LOS is given by:

Iamb =

[ *(\)f(\)d\«/ A

f *(\)f(\)*PSF(V(\),P)d\,

(3.3)

«A

with \I/(A) denotes the radiance of ambient illumination. Hence, the contribution intensity
of ambient illumination for an object right in front of the observer (p ~ 0) equals zero as
]hnPSF(r)(\),p)~6.
p—>0

The radiance of ambient illumination for an object very far from the observer (p ~ oo)
is given by:
Iamb = f * ( A ) / ( A ) d A = hmb-max;

(3.4)

as lim PSF(rj(X),p) ~ 0. Iamb-max denotes the maximum radiance of ambient illumination taken through a turbulence medium.
In most situations the effects of both attenuation and ambient illumination phenomena
are omnipresent. Thus the apparent intensity of a given scene point is the result of the
contributions of both attenuation and ambient illumination:
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[$(X)p(\)f(\)*PSF(ri(\),p)d\

Lscene

•'A

+ j^(X)f(X)dX-J^(X)f(X)*PSF(V(X),p)dX.

(3.5)

In practical situations, it is generally assumed that the considered medium is homogeneous. It results that the attenuation parameter 77(A) is constant throughout the scene depth.
Additionally, Narasimhan and Nayar [17] supposed that the attenuation factor is independent of the wavelength, i.e. (77(A) = 77). Note that this assumption is valid in many cases
such as vision through fog and dense haze [11]. Based on those assumptions, the analytical
expression of our polychromatic model is given by:
1 scene

I $(X)p{X)f{X)dX*PSF(ri,p)

+ / $(X)f(X)dX*(5 -

•J A

PSF(V,p))(3.6)

JA

id,

We chose to use as a basic PSF for the multiple scattering phenomenon, the kernel
introduced by Metari and Deschenes [12]. Recall that many useful properties of the kernel
such as Mellin transform, moments and Fourier transform are well-known.l. Additionally,
the simplicity (absence of iterative process) of the analytical expression of the kernel makes
possible the elaboration of real time applications. The analytical expression of the proposed
PSF kernel is given by:

PSF(X,„,v) =

A

T

^ ^

n

(3.7)

r

with,

yr(^)
pi

ni)

A(p,v)

(3.8)

In what follows we derive specific applications from the generic polychromatic model.
1. See Appendices 3.6.1,3.6.2 and 3.6.3
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3.3 Vision through participating media - Specific applications
In this section we introduce four specific applications of the polychromatic model. The
first one is devoted to atmospheric vision, the second one to underwater vision, the third
one to vision through misty glass and the last one is devoted to the modeling of vision
through a lens.

3.3.1

First case: Atmospheric vision

In vision through the atmosphere, the majority of existent works are based on the concept of single scattering of light rays [5, 10, 16, 17, 22]. The use of single scattering of
light can be justified in certain cases such as the vision through mild atmosphere and in
the presence of light fog. However, the use of this model in other situations such as vision
through a dense atmosphere or vision through mild atmosphere and in the presence of dense
fog, lead to erroneous results [11]. For this reason, it is important to consider the multiple
scattering model. As far as we know, only two research works [12, 18] deal with the concept of multiple scattering but under restrictive constraint (nocturnal vision). Narasimhan
and Nayar are the first authors to have exploited the multiple scattering phenomenon in the
research field of vision through the atmosphere. They developed a new model based on
Legendre polynomials for the multiple scattering of light rays within a diffusing medium.
Three approaches are introduced using the proposed model. The first one is devoted to the
recovering of shapes and depths of sources in the scene. The second one deals with the
estimation of weather condition and atmosphere visibility. Finally the third one is devoted
to removing the glow effects of sources in the scene. Metari and Deschenes [12] introduced a new kernel inspired by the generalized gaussian distribution. The proposed kernel
is valid for different weather conditions (rain, fog, haze, etc) and allows the cooperative and
simultaneous estimations of weather conditions and atmosphere visibility. A new set of invariant features developed in [13] is combined with the proposed kernel for the matching
of atmospheric degraded images.
In the case of atmospheric vision, the multiple scattering model is parameterized by
two physical factors namely, the optical thickness T and the forward scattering parameter
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q [11]. The parameter T is a dimensionless quantity equal to ^ ^ with z the scene depth
and V the atmospheric visibility. The parameter T is a simply scaled depth. The forward
parameter q indicates the type of weather condition according to Table 3.1.
0.0-0.2
Air

0.2-0.7
Aerosols

0.7-0.8
Haze

0.8-0.85
Mist

0.85-0.9
Fog

0.9-1.0
rain

Table 3.1: Correspondence table between forward scattering parameter q and atmospheric
condition types.

The relationships between the parameters of the PM and the atmospheric parameters
are given by what follows:
- p = kT = 3-9^2z with k a given constant.
- \|>(A) = L(X) with L(X) the radiance of airtight.

3.3.2

Second case: Underwater vision

The research field of underwater vision is of high interest in several disciplines such
as underwater navigation [24], underwater videography [9] and photography [4], etc. In
computer vision very few research works deal with this topic. Existing works are based on
the concept of single scattering of light rays. Nishita and Nakamae [19] introduced a new
buffer-based approach for rendering the optical effects such as color and caustics of the
water. Schechner and Karpel [21] introduced a new physics-based approach for removing
the effects of existing degradations in underwater vision. The proposed approach is based
on the concept of partial polarization of light rays and it allows the extraction of some
data about scene structure. Hou et al [7] review a set of underwater point spread functions
and present a comparison between them. Based on the existing underwater models, the
authors introduced a simplified expression to model the impulse response of the underwater
imaging.
Three factors must be taken into account in modeling of underwater vision. The first
one is the backscatter B(X) which represents the incident radiance that originates from the
environmental illumination. It describes the light coming from a source and backscattered
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towards the camera by particles in the water. The backscatter increases with the distance z
to the object. The second one is the attenuation coefficient of the water 7 which is given
by 7 = labs + Ism, where 'jabs is the absorption coefficient and 7 sca is the total scattering
coefficient of the water. The last factor is the scene depth z. The mapping between the
underwater parameters and the parameters of the PM is given by:
- 77 = 7 , i.e. a = -yabs and (3 =

^sca.

- p = cz, with c a given constant number.
- *(A) = B(X).

3.3.3 Third case: Vision through misty glass
Additionally to underwater vision and atmospheric vision the polychromatic model is
able to model vision through other participating media, such as tissue, glass, etc. In this section we propose a specific computer graphics application of the PM, namely the simulation
of vision through misty glass. In this case, two important parameters must be considered,
namely, the glass thickness Tgia and the extinction coefficient of the glass r\g[a. By analogy
to the first two applications, we propose to use the following parameter mapping:
- r\ = rigia.

- p =ftTgia,with K a given constant number.
The suggested model could also be used for the modeling of vision through a frosted
lens as this kind of vision is identical to vision through misty glass.

3.3.4 Fourth case: Vision through a lens
Blur degradation is frequently encountered in different imaging systems such as those
used for digital photography, electron microscopy [1], astronomy [23], etc. For instance,
acquired images from a camera or a telescope are often blurred. Several factors can be at
the origin of this radiometric degradation such as the abberation of camera lens, scene or
camera motion, interaction of photons with the detector array, etc. Among these factors,
the aberration of camera lens is the most frequently encountered one.
The majority of processes that cause blur can be approximated by the convolution product of the ideal scene image with the PSF that describes the output of the imaging system
for an input point source or object source. The PSF given in equation (3.7) can serve
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Figure 3.4: Sample 3D plots of the PSF model. The form of the PSF changes according
to two parameters: ry and p. a) p = 1.0 and r\ — 4; b) p = 1.5 and 77 = 3.16; c) p = 1.85
and f] = 2.84; d) p = 2.0 and rj = 2.12; e) p = 3.0 and r) = 2.12; f) p = 4.0 and 77 = 1.27;
g) p = 4.0 and 77 = 1.38; h) p = 7.0 and 77 = 1.04; i) p = 10.0 and rj = 0.96.

as an accurate model of real optical blur on image. The proposed PSF can easily superimpose the shapes of the existent blur models, namely the Standard Gaussian Distribution
(SGD), the exponential function and the Pillbox kernel. Additionally, our PSF generates
a variety of blur shapes (cf. Figure. 3.4. (c) and (g)) that cannot be produced by the usual
blur models. Thus our kernel allows us to simulate a wider range of blur effects on images
compared to well-known blur models. Based on this PSF, the attenuation model of our
PM can be seen as a process for modeling vision through a lens. Figure. 3.4 shows differ102
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ent sample plots of the PSF model. Those PSF shapes are obtained by varying both the
shape parameter p and the scale parameter rj.
In computer vison and image processing, the usual blur kernels (SGD, exponential
function and Pillbox) are widely used in several research fields such as, blind image deconvolution, depth from defocus, etc. For instance, in blind image deconvolution, we are often
confronted with the problem of the choice of blur model. Thus, providing a generic model
combining all these usual kernels is of great importance in several research fields. In what
follows, we show how existing kernels are particular cases of our PSF model:
Proposed PSF vs SGD:
To carry out the passage between our PSF model and the SGD we just have to replace
the shape parameter p by 2.

PSF(x, y; a, 2) = " ^

= SGD(x, y; a).

(3.9)

Proposed PSF vs exponential function:
To derive the exponential function Exp from our PSF model, we must replace the
shape parameter p by 1 and the scale parameter a by y/2d.

PSF(x,y;V2d,l)

= ^ e '

i

^

±

^ = ^Exp(x,y;d).

(3.10)

In order to superimpose the exact form of the exponential, we just have to normalize the
PSF model by the term 8d2.
Proposed PSF vs Pillbox function PB:
According to Figure.3.4.(h,i), one can notice that for large values of the shape parameter
p, our PSF model behaves in an identical manner to the Pillbox function.
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1

if \/x2 + y2 < r

limp —» +ocPSF(x, y)

(3.11)
0, otherwise

with r a positive constant numbers. To obtain the exact analytical expression of the Pillbox,
we just have to set rj = nr2.
In Table 3.2, we recapitulate the set of blur kernels that can be derived from our PSF
model according to a specific values of both p and a. The PSF shapes of case 2 are intermediate steps between the shapes of the exponential function and the SGD (cf. Figure.3.4.
(b) and (c)). The PSFs generated in case 4 are intermediate steps between the SGD and
the Pillbox (cf. Figure.3.4. (e), (f) and (g)). Recall that the PSF shapes of cases 2 and
4 cannot be produced using the usual blur kernels. Note that, our PSF model shares the
same characteristics required for the impulse response of a defocused imaging system, such
as, the invariance with respect to rotation, the preserving of energy, etc.
P
1
case 1
case 2 ]1..2[
case 3
2
case 4 ]2..10[
case 5 > = 10

a

V2d
]0.. +
]0.. +
]0.. +
]0.. +

oo[
oo[
oo[
oo[

Blur kernel
^pExp(x, y)
PSF(x,y)
SGD(x,y)
PSF(x,y)
PB{x,y)

Table 3.2: Recapitulation of the set of blur kernels generated according to p and a values.
The specific applications introduced in this section are particular cases of the generic
polychromatic model. Other applications can be derived, such as vision through tissue for
instance. Additionally, a combination of those specific models is also possible.

3.4

Applications

In this section we present two sets of applications based on the proposed model. The
first one is devoted to the simulation of vision through different participating media, namely,
atmosphere, water, misty glass and lens. The second set is devoted to the restoration of degraded versions of scene images taken through the above mentioned media.
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3.4.1

Simulation of vision through participating media

Simulation of atmospheric vision
The first set of experiments is devoted to the validation of the first part of the polychromatic model, namely the attenuation model. Recall that for a scene image taken during

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.5: a- original image, b-d simulation of the glow around a moon in presence of different weather conditions, b- rainy image, c- foggy image, d- image through small aerosols,
e- simulation of fog using the single scattering model introduced by [16]. The size of images is 356x322.

night, the airlight contribution is neglected and only the attenuation part is considered. We
take an image of the moon during night (cf. Figure.3.5.(a)) and we simulate the effects of
different weather conditions (rain, fog and small aerosols). We set the optical thickness T
to 1.2 and we varied the forward scattering parameter q from 0.2 to 0.95 to generate some
atmospheric conditions. In Figure. 3.5, we notice that the glow effect in image (c) is more
significant than the one of image (b) and less important than the one of image (d). These ob105
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servations correspond to reality. In Figure.3.5.(e), we observe the attenuation phenomenon
but not the effects of glow around the moon. Thus, the blur effect caused by vision through
bad weather conditions, cannot be produced using a single scattering model.
In order to understand the role of the shape factor p we carry out the following experiment. We simulate the effect of vision through misty conditions (Figure.3.6.(b)) from a

Figure 3.6: a- original image, b- simulation of vision through misty condition using two
relative depths. The size of images is 445x262.

clear image of the scene (Figure.3.6.(a)) using two different relative depths. Note that the
depth relative to the right box is more significant than the one of the left box. Obtained result (Figure.3.6.(b)) reveals that the atmospheric veil increases with the scene depth. Thus,
the factor p is proportional to the density of the veil produced by vision through a given
participating medium.
In the third experiment we simulate the effects of both rain (Figure.3.7.(b)) and fog
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(Figure.3.7.(c)) from a clear image of the scene (Figure.3.7.(a)). Note that the airtight

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: a- original image, b- rainy image: q = 0.98 and kT = 0.6, c- foggy image:
q = 0.9 and kT = 0.6. The size of images is 768x756.

magnitude is equal to (R — 179, G = 182, B = 181). Knowing that the atmospheric
veil produced under foggy condition is more significant than the one produced under rainy
condition [14], obtained results reveal a great realism. Thus, the density of atmospheric
veil is proportional to the attenuation parameter rj of the medium.
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Simulation of underwater vision
The following experiment is devoted to the simulation of underwater vision. We take an
original image of the scene (cf. Figure.3.8.(a)) and we simulate the effect of vision through
water (cf. Figure.3.8.(b)). Note that the backscatter magnitude is equal to (R = 10, G =
137, B = 214). Figure.3.8.(b) reveals a real visual effects, we can quote the blur effect due

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: a- original image, b- simulation of underwater vision: 7 — 0.05 and cz = 0.6.
The size of images is 600x450.

to vision through water and the color blue of the underwater veil.
In the second experiment we simulate the effect of vision through water diluted with
milk. Figure.3.9.(a) is the original image of the scene taken through clear water, using a
digital camera (Canon 1-D professional), Figure.3.9.(b) is the original degraded image and
Figure.3.9.(c) is the simulated one. The backscatter magnitude (R = 182, G = 211, B =
183) corresponds to the value of a pixel located at the background of the degraded image
Figure.3.9.(b). Note that the values attributed to both parameters 7 and cz are the most
appropriate in this case. In order to measure the quality of the obtained result, we use the
Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE) as a measure between both images (b) and (c).
Recall that the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between two images I\ and I2 is given by [25]:
1

MSE{Iuh)

W-lH-l

£(Ji(s«,yj)-/2(*i,Vi)) 2 ,

= -—Y,
VV n

i=0

j=0
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: Simulation of vision.through diluted water, a- original clear image, b- original
degraded image, c- simulated image: 7 = 0.25 and cz = 0.35. The size of images is
1727x1086.

where W and H are the width and height of the images, respectively. The NMSE
is obtained by standardizing the metric NME between 0 and 1. Note that, the closer
the NMSE is to zero the more the image h resembles the image I2. Obtained result
(NMSE = 0.0037) reveals that those images are almost identical.
Simulation of vision through misty glass
In the following set of experiments we simulate the effects of vision through different
misty glasses. The magnitude of ambient illumination is equal to (R = 220, G = 220, B =
220). Note that the values attributed to both parameters r\g\a and nTgia are the most appropriate in this experiment. Note that the opacity of glasses increases from image (a) to
image (c) due to the extinction factor rjgia values.
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V ' <***$ -

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Simulation of vision behind misty glasses, a- r]g[a = 0.17 and nTgia = 0.55,
b- ?]9/a = 0.53 and nTgia = 0.55, c;- ?7g;a = 1.22 and KTgia — 0.55. The size of images is
407x450.

The second experiment is devoted to the simulation of vision through a frosted lens.
Figure.3.11.(a) is the original clear image of the scene (image taken by a digital camera
Canon 1-D professional). Figure.3.11.(b) corresponds to the original image of the same
scene taken through a frosted lens. The simulation result of this degradation is given
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.11: Simulation of vision through a frosted lens, a- original clear image, b- original
degraded image, c- simulated image, r]gia = 1.12 and KTg\a = 0.79. The size of images is
822x727.

in Figure.3.11.(c). The magnitude of ambient illumination is equal to [R = 255, G =
255, B = 255). The NMSE between images (b) and (c) is equal to 0.0012. The great
similarity between those images is thus justified.

Ill
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Simulation of vision through a lens
In what follows, we simulate the effects of vision through different lenses. The PSF
model is parameterized by two factors, namely the shape parameter p and the scale pa-

(a)

(b)

(g)

(c)

(h)

Figure 3.12: a- original image, b-f: simulation of vision through a lens, b- p — 0.6, cp — 1.0, d- p = 2.0, e- p = 4.0, f- p = 10.0. g-h: simulation of blur effects using usual
models, g- exponential blur effect, h- Pillbox effect. The size of images is 512x512.

rameter a. Recall that a determines the blur degree. In order to identify and visualize
the effect of the parameter p on the resulting blur simulations, we carry out the following
set of experiments (cf. Figure.3.12). We set the scale parameter a to 2.5 and we varied
the shape parameter p from 0.6 to 10. The NMSE between images Figure.3.12.(c) and
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Figure.3.12.(g) (respectively Figure.3.12.(f) and Figure.3.12.(h)) is equal to 0.0007 (respectively 0.0004). Obtained results reveal that by varying the shape parameter p we can
simulate the effects of vision through different lenses, such as the effect of exponential blur
(Figure.6.(c)), the effect of gaussian blur (Figure.3.12.(d)) and the effect of average blur
(Figure.3.12.(f))- Additionally, our PSF allows the simulation of other real blur effects
that cannot be produced by existing models (cf. Figure.3.12. (b) and (e)).
Simulation of vision through two participating media
In this subsection, we show the simulation result of vision through two different participating media, namely, misty glass and lens.
In Figure.3.13.(d), we notice that both degradations caused by misty glass and lens are
omnipresent. Obtained result reveals that the combination of two specific models provides
a good result. In what follows we present a set of experiments devoted to the restoration of
degraded images taken through different participating media.

3.4.2

Restoration of images taken through participating media

We highlight that the main goal of the following experiments is the validation of the
polychromatic model and not the restoration process itself. It is why we are not interested
to other restoration techniques such as blind image deconvolution, etc. Since we are dealing
with real images, an accurate restoration process based on our polychromatic model allows
us to validate it.
Restoration of weather degraded image
This set of experiments is devoted to removing weather condition effects from real degraded images. In the first experiment, we consider a real hazy image (cf. Figure.3.14.(a))
extracted from the Weather and Illumination Database (WILD)2. The associated metadata
are the following: the atmospheric visibility V = 3 miles and the near relative depth of the
scene z = 1 mile. Note that, we assume that z is constant for all image pixels. Based on
2. WILD is a data base of high quality images of outdoor scenes provided by the Narasimhan and Nayar
research group.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.13: a- original image, b- simulation of vision through a misty glass, c- simulation
of vision through a lens, d- simulation of vision through misty glass and lens. The size of
images is 407x375.

the given metadata we can easily identify both values of q and T. Recall that T
The restoration process is done according to the following steps:
- From equation (3.6) we have:

L,

Idear * PSF{q = 0.75, kT = 0.65) +

3.9122
V

•

(3.13)
1 airtight i

with Iscene the acquired image, Idear the original one and Iamght the airlight contribution.
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(c)

Figure 3.14: Removing haze effect from degraded image: a- original hazy image, b- restored image, c- original clear image. The size of images is 656x221.

Applying Fourier transform (J7^)) to equation (3.13) we obtain:
Hhcene)

=

F(Iclear)F(PSF{0.75,

0.65)) + F{IaMight)•

(3.14)

Based on equation (3.14), the original image is given by:
1 clear — J~

- 1 | • ' v scene)

•> \1

airtight)

JP"(P5F(0.75,0.65)) J'

(3.15)

where (^r_1(-)) denotes the inverse Fourier transform. According to [12], the analyt-
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ical expression of the Fourier transform of the PSF kernel is given by:
A(kT.i^)kT

T{PSF(q, kT)) ~ e

^

kT
{u +v ] 2

.

(3.16)

The NMSE between Figure.3.14.(a) and Figure.3.14.(c) is equal to 0.12 while the
NMSE between Figure.3.14.(b) and Figure.3.14.(c) equal 0.003. This confirms that the
restored image is very close to the original one. Thus, the restoration process is thus done
successfully.
For the two following experiments, we consider two real degraded images, the first
one is taken under foggy condition (cf. Figure.3.15.(a)) and the second one is taken under
hazy condition (cf. Figure.3.16.(a)). The associated metadata of image (a) in Figure. 3.15

Figure 3.15: Removing weather effect from a real foggy image: a- original image, bdeweathered image. The size of images is 909x446.
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is the following: the forward scattering parameter q is equal to 0.9 (cf. Table 3.1). The
magnitude of airtight corresponds to the value of a given pixel from the visible part of the
sky, (R — 162, G = 168, B = 168) in this case. The optical thickness value can obtain an
arbitrary value belonging to [1..4]. Recall that the type of weather condition is determined
by the forward scattering parameter and the optical thickness factor determine the type
of atmosphere. The associated metadata of image (a) in Figure. 3.16 is the following:
the forward scattering parameter q is equal to 0.75, The airtight magnitude is equal to
(R = 191, G = 199, B = 218). We set the optical thickness T = 1.6.

Figure 3.16: Removing weather effect from a real hazy image: a- original image, b- restored image. The size of images is 2048x1209.
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Obtained results reveal that the restoration process of real degraded images is done
successfully (cf. Figure.3.15.(b) and Figure.3.16.(b)). Note that the tops of some towers in
Figure.3.15.(b) are not well restored because their associated depths are more significant
than the relative depth used.
Restoration of underwater degraded image
This experiment is devoted to the restoration of a real degraded image taken through
water (cf. Figure.3.17.(a)). The restoration process is done using the same algorithm for

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17: a- real image taken through water, b- restored image, 7 = 0.27, cz = 0.8 and
B(X)(R =17,G = 166, B = 196). The size of images is 1075x961.

image deweathering (cf. subsection 3.4.2). We have just to replace the PSF(q, kT) by the
PSFfa, cz) and the airlight contribution IairUght by the backscatter contribution hackscatterIn practical situations the parameters 7, z and B{\) are measurable. In the absence of those
parameter values we proceed as follows: 5(A) corresponds to a pixel value of a distant
object, i.e. the object is so far from the camera that its contribution value due to attenuation
is negligible, B{\) equals (R — 17, G = 166, B = 196) in this case. We set appropriate
values for the attenuation coefficient 7 = 0.27 and the scaled depth cz = 0.8. Obtained
result reveals that using the polychromatic model, we accurately restore the original version
(cf. Figure.3.17. (b)) of a real degraded scene imaged through water (cf. Figure.3.17. (a)).
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Restoration of degraded image taken through misty glass
In an identical manner to image deweathering (cf. subsection 3.4.2), we restore the
original version (cf. Figure.3.18.(b)) of a real degraded image (cf. Figure.3.18.(a)) taken
through misty glass using a digital camera (Canon 1-D professional). The NMSE between
both images Figure.3.18.(b) and Figure.3.18.(c) is equal to 0.0021. The result reveals that
the restoration process is done successfully (cf. Figure.3.18.(b)).

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.18: a- real degraded image taken through misty glass, b- restored image, c- original clear image. The size of images is 467x261.

Restoration of degraded image taken through a lens
The following experiment is devoted to recovering the original version of a given real
blurred image (cf. Figure.3.19.(a)). Based on the assumption of gaussian blur, we estimate
the blur degree using the following process:
Let us recall the specific relationship between central moments of the acquired image
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(a), the original clear image (c) and the PSF kernel:
(a) _
(c) (PSF)
^20 — ^00 ^20

Note that ^SF)

= mPSF(2,0)

(c)
i A*20 •

(3.17)

since the APSF is a centrally symmetric kernel. In the

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.19: Restoration process of real blurred image, a- real blurred image, b- restored
image, c- original clear image. The size of images is 1728x1152.
case of gaussian blur, /4ci

= v2• This implies that the blur degree is given by:
(a)
(c)
^20 ~ ^20
(c)

\

1.66.

(3.18)

A'-oo

The restoration process is done according to the following expression:
1(b) = T

HQ

x
r

J (PSF(a = 1.66,p = 2))
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3.5. CONCLUSION

The NMSE between images (b) and (c) is equal to 0.0012. The restoration process is
thus done correctly.
Experimental results involving real images (cf. Figure.3.14, Figure.3.15, Figure.3.16,
Figure.3.17, Figure.3.18 and Figure.3.19) enable us to validate the specific applications as
well as the generic polychromatic model (cf. equation (3.6)).

3.5

Conclusion

Modeling vision through participating media (e.g. tissue, atmosphere, glass, water, etc)
is closely related to modeling of multiple scattering of light rays by particles suspended in
these media. In this paper, we introduced a new polychromatic model inspired by the multiple scattering kernel introduced by Metari and Deschenes [12]. Based on the introduced
model we derived four specific applications devoted to atmospheric vision, underwater
vision, vision through misty glass and vision through a lens. Based on those specific applications we elaborated two sets of experiments. The first one is devoted to the simulation of
vision through different participating media. The second one is devoted to the restoration
of real degraded images taken though atmosphere, water, misty glass and lens. All of the
experiments confirm both the accuracy of the proposed models and their usefulness in the
research fields of computer vision and image processing.
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3.6

Appendices

3.6.1

Appendix A

Mellin transform of the PSF model Mellin transform of the PSF centered at (f, ~),
where m is the filter size is given by:

+oo +oo

M(PSF(x,y))(s,v)

xs-1yv~1PSF(x,y)dxdy,

= J J
0
0
+oo +oo
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Using the following change of variables, x = r cos(6>) and y = r sin(6>), we obtain:
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Appendix B

Geometric moment of the PSF model
in function of Mellin transform

Geometric moment mPSF(s, v) can be expressed
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M{PSF{x, y))(s, v) as follows:

+00 +00

PSF

m

{s,v)

= f

xsyvPSF(x,y)dxdy,

I

-00 —00
hoo + 0 0

4 /
0

/

xsyvPSF(x,y)dxdy,

0

4M(PSF(x,y))(s+
l,v + l),
T{&f&)A(p, g)**T(§ 8 + l)T(lv + 1)
2pI"(l + ±)r(§( a + t; + 2))
(3.21)

3.6.3 Appendix C
Fourier transform of the PSF model According to [3] Fourier transform of the PSF
model is given by what follows:
2A(P,o)> -. r ( _ i r ^ r ( 2 n ± 2 ) ( u 2
K1

n=0

w.
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Conclusion
Dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur, nous nous sommes interesses aux themes
de recherche de la vision a travers les milieux participants et de la reconnaissance des
formes. Les images prises a travers des milieux participants, tels que l'atmosphere, l'eau
et le tissu, revelent un ensemble de degradations geometriques ou/et radiometriques ainsi
qu'un ensemble d'effets visuels. Nous pouvons citer, le faible niveau de contraste et de
couleurs de 1'image d'une scene prise en presence de la buee, le changement d'echelle anisotropique percu dans 1'image d'un objet pris sous l'eau, etc. L'ensemble de ces manifestations est le fruit de l'influence du milieu sur le systeme de formation d'image. Les rayons
lumineux refiechis par les points de la scene et ceux en provenance de la lumiere ambiante
interagissent avec les particules suspendues dans un milieu participant, avant d'atteindre
le systeme de formation d'image. Ainsi la modelisation de la vision a travers les milieux
participants est en etroite relation avec la modelisation de l'interaction de la lumiere avec
ces milieux. Dans un premier temps nous nous sommes interesses a la reconnaissance des
versions degradees d'un objet original, en se basant sur le concept des descripteurs invariant. L'utilisation des invariants permet, entre autre, de contrecarrer les deux processus
de la restauration aveugle et de la normalisation geometrique qui sont connues pour etre
des problematiques mal-posees et tres couteuses en temps de calcul. Dans le premier chapitre, nous avons expose deux nouvelles classes de descripteurs invariants. La premiere
classe comprend deux descripteurs radiometriques et la deuxieme classe renferme deux
descripteurs combines, c'est a dire radiometriques et geometriques a la fois. Nos descripteurs sont caracterises par leur grand pouvoir de discrimination et par la simplicite de leurs
expressions analytiques, permettant ainsi F elaboration d'applications en temps reel.
La majorite des travaux qui portent sur la modelisation de la vision a travers les milieux
participants se basent sur le modele de dispersion simple de la lumiere. Sachant que ce
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modele est tres restrictif en pratique, il est plus judicieux de faire appel au concept de la
dispersion multiple de la lumiere. D'autre part, nous avons introduit dans le deuxieme chapitre un nouveau filtre inspire de la Gaussienne generalises et permettant la modelisation
de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere. En se basant sur ce nouveau modele nous avons
mis en oeuvre quatre applications. La particularite de notre modele reside dans la simplicite de son expression analytique et dans sa convergence pour toutes les valeurs possibles
des parametres atmospheriques. Dans le troisieme chapitre, nous nous sommes inspires
du filtre introduit dans le deuxieme chapitre pour l'elaboration d'un nouveau modele permettant la modelisation de la vision a travers des milieux participants varies. Ce nouveau
modele prend en consideration, aussi bien, la contribution de la lumiere ambiante que la
contribution des intensites dues aux points de la scene. A partir de ce nouveau modele nous
avons derive quatre applications specifiques pour la modelisation de la vision a travers
l'atmosphere, l'eau, le verre et la lentille. Nous avons elabore deux ensembles d'experimentations en se basant sur l'ensemble de ces applications specifiques.
Dans cette these nous avons modelise la vision a travers les milieux participants en
faisant intervenir le phenomene de la dispersion multiple de la lumiere. L'ensemble de
nos modeles et approches ont ete testes et valides sur de nombreuses images, a la fois, de
synthese et reelles. Les resultats obtenus confirment 1'exactitude des modeles et approches
proposes ainsi que leur contribution dans le domaine de la vision par ordinateur.
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